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FOREWORD
This is the final report of work performed as an addendum to a
previously completed study of hydrogen fueled subsonic transport aircraft
) (Reference i). This work was performed under Modification No. h of
Contract NAS 1-12972 for NASA - Langley Research Center.. The report is
documentation of the substance of work performed during the period 20 June
through 20 December, 1975.
The within the Advanced Division of
study was performed Design the
Science and Technology Organization at Lockheed - California Company,
Burbank, California. G. Daniel Brewer was study manager and Robert E. Morris
was project engineer. Other participants were
Dalton E. Sherwood vehicle synthesis
E. L. Bragdon propulsion
R. E. Skarshaug propulsionSamuel J. Smyth design
R. N. Jensen weightsJ Ptachick fl controls
N. Shapiro acoustics
_. Schulert acoustics
Mr. Charles T. D'Aiutolo of the Aeronautical Systems Division at NASA-
._ Langley Research Center was the technical monitor for the contract.
All con_putations were performed in U.S. Customary units and then
conver_ed to S.I. units.
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S_'JDYOF LH2 FUELED SUBSONIC PASSENGERi
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
G. D. Brewer and R. E. Morris
Lockheed-Call fornia Company
SUMMARY
The work reported herein is supplemental to an original study per-
formed for NASA - Langley Research Center in 1972 (Reference I). In that
study two different LH2 passenger aircraft designs were established, one of
which carried the fuel within the fuselage in tanks lo_sted both forward and
aft of the passenger compartment ; the othe,, in tanks mop,ted on short pylons
above the wing at about midspan. Versions of these internal and external
tank LH2 airplane designs were configured to carry 200 passengers two
different ranges: 5560 km (3000 n.mi.) and 10,190 km (5500 n,mi.).
The present study extended the scope of missions considered for the EH2
fueled aircraft as follows:
130 passengers 2780 km (1500 n.mi.)
_00 passengers 5560 km (3000 n.mi.)
200 passengers 9265 km (5000 n.mi.) radius
As noted, tee longer rLnge mission wu specified as a radius. The aircraft
w-..sdesigned to fly 9265 kin,land, and return to poi1:tof origin without
ref_elAng, carrying full design payload both directlo_s and l,rovi_In_ for
specified reserve fuel for both landings.
Both internal tank and external tank L}I2 designs were defined ,'orthe
short and medium range mlssione. Only the internal t_ concept wu conslde_ed
for the long range requirement. For all three mission,,, equivalent designs of
conventionally fueled aircrai_t were identified to _rovi_e a basis fo_" co_-
pari|on and evaluation.
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One of the objectives of the work was to determine if the external tark
LH2 design concept would begin to show design advantages, or at least design
equivalence, with the internal tank concept at the low fuel load missions.
It apparently does not. Even for the short range mission the external tank
design was clearly not competitive. This stems from the dual, but imcompat-
ible, needs to design the external tanks with a high fineness ratio for
aerodynamic acceptability on the one hand, but with a low surface-to-volume
ratio on the other to achieve low heat leak with minimum insulation thickness
and weight. On small aircraft the external tanks account for an increasing
percentage of total aircraft drag.
A summary of selected data for the preferred, internal tank LH2 aircraft
and for the corresponding Jet A fueled designs for all three of the subject
missions is presented in the _able on page 3.
One of the objectives v_ the study was to determine if a crossover point
could be predicted, i.e., a design mission requiring such a small amount of
Jet A fuel that an equivalent LH2 fueled aircraft would offer no advantage.
The short range mission of this study appears tc be at or near that crossover
point. The internal tank LH2 aircraft and the corresponding Jet A design are
virtual standoffs. Since the LH2 aircraft designed for the longer range, --
larger payload missions do show advantage over corresponding aircraft, it is
presumed that for a mission requiring even less energy than the short range
mission of this study, the Jet A airplane would be preferred.
As in the previous study, the results show that use of LH2 fuel
provides significant advantages in long range aircraft. The more energy
required to perform the mission, the greater the advantage to be gained by
using a high energy fuel. The long range LH2 aircraft of this study are
lighter; require smaller wing area and shorter span but larger, longer
fuselages ; use smaller engines ; can operate from shorter runways; and use
25 percent less energy to perform the mission. Further, the LH2 airplane _
would cost less both to develop and to produce. A differential of $i.00
($1.05/i06 _' ,
more per GJ Btu) can be paid for LH2, relative to a current price _i
!
._ 2 -_
]'
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S,I. Unlu
ShortRange MediumRange LongRange
_ ,, i120_1 120oP,mngml I"]40oP,mngm
t 2795km J t 6660km | [9205kmracliuaJ
!_ - - LH2 JetA LH2 JetA LH2 JetA
, , GrossWeight kg di4oiK)0 49,300 81.400 68,400 266,400 dl00_)0
Total FredWt. k9 3,360 8,940 0,480 27,720 68,500 238,000
OperatingEmptyWt. kg 20,300 27,400 61,900 60,700 168,100 1720600
Thrust/Weight N/kg 3.43 3A3 333 2.76 2.66 1.M
- - Numberof Engines 2 2 4 4 4 4
. . Thrustpp,Engine N 76,600 84,100 U,700 68,100 176,300 221,100
WingAm m2 84.7 86,3 148.8 164JS 466 662
Span m 29.3 20.8 37.6 38.7 68.3 85.3
" * FuselageLength m 42.7 34.4 62.7 44.2 77.4 68.6
• , FAR T.O. Distance m 2,410 2,430 1,840 2,432 2,106 3,660
. PriceperAire.lft $106 7JflS 7.61 13.95 13.33 38.90 40.0
Noim
• , Sideline EPNdB 86 86 06 86 94 93
Flyover EPNdB 79 79 82 86 93 100
kJ
EnergyUtilization _ 763 734 631 876 960 1,210
U.S. Customary Unit_
- • ShortRange MediumRange LongRange
, ,130 PamongersJ 300 Pisengors, ! 5000 n.ml.rediusl
LH2 JetA LH2 JetA LH2 Jet A
GrcesWeioht Ib 68,300 108,700 179,600 210,900 687,400 N2JS00
Total FuelWt. Ib 7,400 19,700 20,900 61,100 t60,900 624,000
• • OperatingEmptyWt. Ib 62,300 60,400 114,600 111J0Q 340,600 380°600
• ThrusVWoight 0_6 0,36 0.34 0.28 0,27 0.20
Numberof Engines 3 2 4 4 4 4
; ThrustperEngine Ib 17,000 18,900 16,000 16,300 39,400 49,000
• " WingArM ft2 013 920 1,iN)2 1,1184 6 020 7,126
• Bison ft H 101 123 127 334 380
,_. Fueslsp Length ft 140 113 173 146 364 220
FAR T.O. Dimtance ft 7,1190 7,970 6,380 7,900 0,010 11,970
'. PriqeperAlrermft 11106 7.06 7.61 13.68 15.33 33.20 40.00J
' Noies
Sideline EPNdll 68 116 lie 80 94 9:1
: Flyover EPNdB 79 ?9 II;I B(B 03 100
L,
EnergyUtilim0on _ 1,3140 1,390 1,400 1Jl40 1,QT0 ;D,120
"
i ?
' 1rAgSIII
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for Jet A, and still have equal direct operating cost. The LH2 design is
6 EPNdB quieter in flyover noise, but slightly noisier in sideline and
ap_rnach compared to the Jet A counterpart.
Advantages for the LH2 aircraft not reassessed in this supplementary
study, but which nevertheless pertain, are the significant reduction in
noxious exhaust products reported in Reference i, and the fact that aircraft
designed for initial operation in 1990-1995 will have normal service life
long after Jet A - type fuel is expected to become increasingly unavailable
and expensive around the world.
1976012056-016
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; i. INTRODUCTION
This work is an addendum to a study performed in 1974 for NASA-Langley
Research Center to evaluate the feasibility, practicability, and desirability
of using liquid hydrogen (LH2) as fuel in subsonic transport aircraft.
NASA CR-132558 and 132559 (Reference 1), dated January 1975, are the Summary
and Final reports, respectiveSy, of the original study. That work involved
investigation of both passenger and cargo type aircraft. The passenger
vehicles were all capable of carrying 400 _assengers plus appropriate cargo
for a total of 36,300 kg (88,000 lb) of payload. Aircraft designed for two
ranges, 5560 km (3000 n.mi.) and i0,190 km (5500 n.mi.) and for cruise speeds
of Mach 0.80, 0.85, and 0.90 were evaluated. In addition, aircraft capable of
carrying 600 and 800 passengers were also investigated for both ranges but
for only Math 0.85 cruise speed. Cargo aircraft capable of carrying
56,700 kg (125,000 lb) and 113,400 kg (250,000 lb) were designed for ranges
of 5560 km (3000 n.mi. ) and 10,190 km (5500 n.mi.), respectively. All cargo
aircraft were designed for Mach 0.85 cruise speed.
J
In the present study, the payload and range spectrum of the passenger
aircraft was enlarged to involve aircraft of the following capability, all
deslgned to cruise at Mach 0.85:
Passengers Range
km (n.mi.)
Snort range mission 130 2780 (1500)
Medium range mission 200 5560 (3000)
Long range mission 400 9265 radius (5000) radius
For the short and medium range missions, LH2 fueled aircraft using both
internal and external tank design concepts illustrated by the artist's
rendering in Figure i, taken from Reference I, were parametrically evaluated.
The long range mission was different in that the range requirement was
stated as an unrefueled radius capability. The aircraft was intended to fly
1976012056-017
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! 9265 km (5000 n.mi.), land, and then return to the point of origin unrefueled
L with full payload and with full allowances for reserve fUel for both landings.
For this mission, only the internal tank design of LH2 fueled aircraft was
'! investigated.
li For all missions, as in the case of the original study, reference air-
L_! craft using conventional (Jet A) fuel were designed to the same guidelines and
i_j technology to provide a basis for valid comparison.
All aircraft incorporate such advanced technology concepts as are fore-
cast to be available for designs whi,:h might be ready for initial operational
use in 1990-1995.
Since the subject work is a "follow-on" to an earlier study and uses the
_ basic LH2 airplane design concepts developed and described in Reference i,
If only revisions and modifications to the designs and the results derived there-
from are reported in full in this report. The reader interested in the
! background leadlng to derivation of the original airplane design concepts
should refer to NASA CR-1B2559 (Reference I).
-\
_ _ " 7
t
I
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2. TECHNICAL APPROACH i
This investigation expanded the matrix of passenger aircraft missions
i
which were studied under the original contract (Reference I). The complete !
list of aircraft ev.ql_ted herein is shown in Table I.
As noted, the long range aircraft were designed to fly 9256 km (5000 "_ i
n.mi.) carrying full allowance for reserve fuel (per ATA international defi- { i
nition), land, takeoff without refueling, fly 9265 km (5000 n.mi. ) and land ' _I
with final reseves calculated on the basis of the airplane weight at the end '"
of cruise for the second leg. {
TABLE I. AIRCRAFT DESIGNS REQUIRED
Aircraft Passenger Range
Number Load km (n.mi.) Fuel Configuration
Short Range
1 130 2780 (1500) LH2 Internal Tank
2 130 2780 (1500) LH2 External Tank
3 130 2780 (1500) Jet A Conventional
Medium Range i
4 200 5560 (3000) LH2 Internal Tank
5 200 5560 (3000) LH2 External Tank
6 200 5560 (3000) Jet A Conventional
Long Range
7 400 9265 (5000) LH2 Internal Tank
radius radius
8 400 9265 (5000) Jet A Conventional
radius radius
,,,,, , |
J
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Guidelines used in the present study were the same as those which
,! served as a basis for the work in the original study (Referencei) with the
exception that the short and medium range aircraft used reserve fuel quantities
Ii as defined by the ATA for domestic flights. The long range aircraft continued
_j
to use the ATA international reserve definition. The same differences in
i i basis for calculating direct operating costs applied; the short and medium ;. i
range aircraft were treated as domestic flights per the 1967 ATA equations,
i while the long range aircraft were treated as international carriers. For IJl
!.i convenience,Table II presents the complete list of updated guidelines which
were used in the present study. It should be noted that the allowable runway
!._ length for the long range aircraft was extended to B600 m (12,000 ft). The
basis for this revision is discussed in Section 6.
.... The technical approach employed was essentially the same as that
i i described in Reference i for the original study. Preliminary sizing and con-J ceptual design studies established baseline sizes, weights, and configurations
for each of the eight aircraft. The resulting preliminary configuration
ii drawings were then used as a basis for assessment of
• stability and control requirements
• structural and weight relationships
• drag characteristics
• propulsion requirements
• tank insulation requirementsL
I as required for the various aircraft.
The results of these analyses, plus the preliminary sizing data, provided
input to the ASSET (Advanced System Synthesis Evaluation Technique) computer
program for parametric determination of preferred vehicle design
characteristics. The performance capability, weight, and cost of aircraft
designs derived for each of the specified set of requirements were deter-
mined by detail analysis of the carpet-type Autoplots produced from ASSET
, printout data. The criterion used as an ultimate basis for selecting
i
H
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TABLE II. BASIC GUIDELINES
Fuel: Liquid Hydrogen (assumed available at airport for this study)
Initial Operational Capability: 1990-95
Advanced Aircraft Technologies :
@ Supercritical aerodynamics
@ Composite materials
@ Active controls
@ Terminal area features
Advanced Engines: Contractor-derived performance for both LH2 and Jet A :_fueled turbofans
Noise Goal: 5.18 km2 (2 ml2) area for 90 EPNdB contour (sum of !
takeoff + approach)
Emission Limit Goals:
?
• Ground Idle CO 14 gm/kg fuel burned
UHC 2 gm/kg fuel burned
• Takeoff Power NO 13 gm/kg fuel burned
smoXke SAE 1179 Number 25
Landing and Takeoff: 32.2°C (90°F) day, 304.8 m (1000 ft) altitude.
2410 m (8000 ft) runway for short and medium range
aircraft.
3660 m (12,000 ft) runway for long range aircraft.
Fuel Reserves: ATA guidelines (Reference 2)
• Use domestic definition for short and medium range aircraft
• Use international definition for long range aircraft
Direct Operating Cost:
• Utilization: Short Range - 3300 hrs/yr
Medium Range - 3600 hrs/yr
Long Range - 7000 hrs/yr
• 1967 ATA equations
international basis for long range aircraft.
domestic basis for short ,nd medium range aircraft.
• 1973 Dollars
• 350 aircraft production base
• Baseline fuel costs _.)
LH2 " $2.85/GJ ($31106 Btu ,,15.h8#llb)
Jet A = $1.90/OJ (2/106 Btu = 2h.8#/gal = 3.68#/ib) "'!_
t
-\ zo
I
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&l preferred vehicle design characteristics was minimum direct operating cost(DOC) Final design three-view general and interior arrangement drawings of i•
each of the eight aircraft were then made to reflect the results of the
,_ analysis. Noise levels for preferred LH2 aircraft and the Jet A counterpart
for each mission were then determined.
The characteristics of the eight aircraft were compared to the extent
possible• Since this study was simply an evaluation of a matrix of aircraft
._! designed to perform specified payload/range combinations, and was not planned
specifically as a study to determine performance trands, there was little
: which could be concluded by comparing aircraft of the various missions, Com-
parisons were basically limited to evaluating internal tank versus external
tank LH2 designs within each of the three range categories, and then comparing
the preferred LH2 design with the corresponding Jet A airplane. The only
exception zo this was an opportunity to establish a three-point curve and
thus provide a basis for comparison between range categories involving the
_00 passenger aircraft. Aircraft from the long range mission of the present
study were correlated with final design 400 passenger aircraft of the original
! study (Reference I). In order to make this comparison valid the conventional
; oneway range capability of the aircraft from the current study were determined,
as contrasted with their mission radius capability.
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3. TECHNOLOGY MODIFICATIONS
3.1 Propulsion
The high bypass ratio turbofan engine data developed for the original
LH2 subscnic aircraft study (Reference I) were based on predictions of compo-
nent efficiencies and weight for advanced (1985-1990) state-of-the-arttech- !
nology. The baseline engine size for that study was set at 155.7 kN
(35,000 ib) for the sea level static (SLS) design point. This was achieved i
with a 1.51 fan pressure ratio (FPR) and a 35.0 overall pressure ratio (OPR).
The engine data used was estimated to be scaleable to approximately70 percent
of the base engine size without changes in component efficiencies or overall
cruise specific f_el consumption (SFC).
The same engine data were used in the present study, within limits of
scale. For a description of the basis for derivia_ion of the point design i
engine cycle parameters, and for a tabulation of the engine design and per-!
formance characteristics,see Section 3.2, starting on Page 30, Reference I. i
In addition to the baseline engine, the current study required that
engine data be developed for smaller aircraft which would otherwise require iI
scaling the baseline engines to approximately 35-45 percent. Such scaling i
would obviously result in some degradation of component efficiencies and, _! !
therefore, overall engine performance. This is basically due to the effects 1
of reducing the size of the high pressure (HP) module of the engine. Specifi- 71 _
cally, the problem is related to the ratio of the HP compressor and turbine !I I
blade tip clearances to the blade height becoming relatively large compared
to the baseline engine size - thereby making the origln_lly assumed HP rotor _.
presssure ratios and component efficiencies very difficult to achieve.
Because of this size (efficiency)problem, a new baseline engine cycle
was defined for the smaller aircraft. It was sized to produce 53.4 kN "I
(12,000 ib) thrust (SLS) and has a more moderate overall pressure ratio of _J I
25.0, achieved with the same 1.51 FPR and a 16.67 compressor pressure ratio
(CFR). The average pressure rise per axial stage would be approximately the !_
1976012056-024
same (1.37) as the large engine, however, only nine axial stages are required
_ to achieve the lower compressor pressure ratio. The estimated polytropic
efficienc$ for the design point HP compressor of such a configuration is 90
j percenL (decreased from 92 percent), and the estimated turbine adiabatic
efficiency is 89.5 percent (decreased from 91 percent) to account for size
• i i effects at the lower design pressure ratio.J
_ The small engine design point cycle characteristics are presented in
_I Table III for both the LH2 and Jet A i_.,eledengines. Some weight and
dimensional characteristics of a typical installation of the 53.4 kN
(12,000 ib) thrust size engine are shown in Tables IV and V. Table IV pre-
sents the wing pod weight buildup and Table V defines the nacelle dimensions.
Nacelle scaling, resulting engine are
from small thrust perturbations,
referenced to the 53.4 kN (12,000 ib) thrus_ size and scaled with the
il equations provided in Table V.
I i' _e reduction in overall engine pressure ratio from 35.0 to 25.0 results
'1! in a 4.5 percent increase in cruise specific fUel con_umptlon (SFC) and the
decrease in HP compcnent efficiency increases the SFC an additional 1.5 per-
• I cent. Therefore_ the total cruise SFC increase for bo_h the LH2 and Jet A
fueled engines is approximately 6 percent, relative to the large thrust engine.
A typical cruise SFC comparison for the LH2 fueled engines is shown ini
Figure 2. All rated power thrust levels were scaled directly by the thrust
i change.
3.2 Hydrogen Tankage
The wide range of sizes of aircraft investigated in this study necessi-
tated a review of the vork done on hydrogen tankage in the previous contractI. (Reference I). In particular, the smaller aircraft vere examined with regard
to tank, insulation, and cover weight, as the tanks (internal and external)
!
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TABLE III. SMALL _+GI.NE DESIGN POINT DATA_ SEA LEVEL S5'A'; - STANDARD DAY
14y_ Fuek_ JetA Fuelml
I. &m I_m |nll_e
InndkM _F.C. _ kI_/d4N (0.100 b_w_b) _J92 L_/_N W2It h_
Twin I_ i
Tmre 14_8o¢ (3040oR) 1411o¢ _3040ofl)
Iypms I_tk) 1;!.8 +,0.8
Om_l P, mwe
Rmlo 21,0 21_
L_l..m Yekl,elty ;W,4.8mJ_..; M.I _mI B43 m/s II_ h_)
Njpms v_
mat_id
• sLI)
ii. Fin _
JUet11_.Ws_O_/f_-_ST_/6p_ 212 _ (4qI Ib/N_) 212 _ I Ib/_)
Prmiw, _" " " 1_1 1_1 '
_q_ Iff_ I1% 91%
Oknmew 1.2t (14I.| kn.) 13 m (14t.8 k_.)
T_ VeluiW _ W I17 h_) _I _ (817h_u)
F_nFaceM_h No. O_l OM
HuWT_ Pt_io 0.38 0.38
ComwI I'umwe
flatk_ 1L7 18.7
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IV, Cond_uMo_
Eff_kmy 100% lO0'&
Tm_ _remweLm 4,6% 4.8%
V. H_h Pmm_ Tudd_
R,--_e flNk_ 3.1 3.11
Illell ;_ ;_
Iffki0,e,0 0.8% NJl,%
Coo_nI A_ O 6%
Vl. Lo_.Prlmlm Twbbm
P-IWO R_k) U !1.4
4 4
Adlabe_ Iffk_me_ 91% 91%
c_,.e Ak 0 0
VII. No_Io Dwlln
C_+_i_ c_Wo _tm.l Ik.M
mmmll_l Ile
Ihmt_m_Me•
(VII. C_.)
A. _ '-'0 P.+._ 0.811 I
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TABLE IV. SMALL ENGINE PROPULSION SYSTEM WEIGHT
ikm Thrust- 52,4kN (12,000Ib)(SL8,Imtdled) L,
TIT" 1416°C (3040°R), OPR,,,28.0
FanPremmJRatio- 1.81
Iwm kl Ib
BK, Englne 839.2 1860
Aemmx'_ and_ Box 74.8 188
Inlet.VitrialdeGeometry 164.8 346
, _ _ and_ _inm. Fairlno _.8 7O
: Nacelle 164.2 340
GasOenerltorCowlandTall Pipe 79.4 17F
FanOvct AoounlcRing 43.1 95
ThrustRevemr 97.6 216
i ro_d PodWe_t (perS,#,,) 1476.6 3286
., TABLE V. SMALL ENGINE NACELLE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Bae Thm,t-U.4 kN (12.000_) (8L$.Imtd_d)
0 FanH.b/TipRatio - o.36
Fan Tip Dimnetm ,, 1.21bn(49.1 in.)
MexNm41e DiameW - 1.Mm (82.2 in.)
• , Mix _ tam_ - 4.22m (1M.1 in.)
NACELLE SCALINGDATA
_ f ,,,_,),.o,,___L . _o -._,...kN.L. .E.J
i /_'N,. ) o..
t
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became smaller. A preliminary analysis was made to examine trends based on
the following assumptions :
• Range of gross weights: 45,360 to 181,440 kg (i00,000 to 400,000 Ib)
• 3780 km (1,500 n.mi.) range
• Constant fuel fractions
• External tank length-to-diameter ratio (l/d) = 6.5
_, • Constant wing loading of 527 kg/m 2 (108 Ib/ft2)
i
i' It was further assumed that the percent boil-off remained constant. This
required an increase in insulation thickness as the ratio of tank wetted
• i f i area-to-volume increased since boil-off is approximately proportional to this
ratio. Figure 3 shows the results of this investigation and indicates that:
J
o
i. The external tank has a higher ratio of wetted area-to-volume than
the internal tank.
¢
; 2 This results in the much higher ratio of insulation and cover weight
_ fractions as indicated. (Note, tank weight not included).
3. The effect of the addition of the tank wetted areas on the aircraft
L/D is shown at the top of the figure compared to a clean (no tank)
configuration. The internal tank aircraft L/D decreases 4.1 percent
while the external tank L/D reduction is 15.8 percent over the gross
weight range from 45,360 to 181,440 kg (lO0,O00 to 400,000 lb).
These results show that the insulation thickness and weight must be adjusted
as the size of the tanks decreases. This was done in providing the input
data to ASSET for the parametric aircraft study. The results also indicate ,_
that the external tank aircraft will suffer more severe weight and aerodynamic
penalties relative to the internal tank design as the aircraft size is
I ! decreased.
; 3.3 Weight Allowances
l
The aircraft designs which were considered in the present study represent
a wide range of passenger requirements. This necessitated adjustment of those
items of equipment associated with providing services to passengers. The
_ li 17
U
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adjustment is basically a function of the number of passengers carried, andii
Iil the design range. As previously defined, the short range aircraft carry
130 passengers 2780 km (1500 n.mi.), the medium range aircraft carry 200
! passengers 5560 km (3000 n.mi.), and the long range aircraft carry 400
passengers 9265 km (5000 n.mi.) each way, out and back. Table VI shows
values which were used for these items which required such adjustment. !
There was also a small adjustment in the weight of escape slide/rafts
as a result of the fact the LH2 aircraft designed for the long range mission
is double dec_:ed. Its conventionally fueled counterpart is not, all 400 _.
c
_ passengers are carried on a single deck. Accordingly, as shown on the table,
the weight of escape slide/rafts provided for the LH2 airplane is 810 kg
! ! (1786 ib) while that for the Jet A design is 623 kg (1374 ib).
!
J....
Other weight changes to the short range aircraft include addition of
ii
air stairs (2) and deletion of certain navigation and communlca_ion equ_prent
LJ
not required for short, over-land flight.
!,i
TABLE VI. PASSENGER SERVICE EQUIPMENT
Short Range Medium Range Long Range
Escape Slide/Rafts kg (ib) 160 (353) 203 (448) 810 (1786)-LH_
_ 623 (1374)-Je_ A
Food Allowance/Pass. kg (Ib) 3.74 (8.24) 4.65 (10.24) 6.91 (15.24)
If Water Allowsnce/Pass. kg (ib) 0.73 (1.6) 0.91 (2.0) 1.42 (3.12)
|| Pass. Serv. Equip./
Pass. kg (Ib) 0.95 (2.1) 1.27 (2.8) 1.81 (4.0)
_i Cargo Containers-Total kg (Ib) 0.0 1470 (3240) 1960 (4320)
Li
• Serving Carts-Total kg (ib) 330 (726.) 494 (1090) 989 (2180)
No. of Cabin Attendents 4.0 5.0 8.0
No. of Lavatorie- 3.0 4.0 7.0
i
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f4. SHORT RANGE AIRCRAFT
4.1 Design Requirements
The short range aircraft are designed to meet the following requirements
and constraints:
@ 2780 km (1500 nmi) design range _
@ 13G passengers plus baggage and cargo for a total payload of :_
12,970kg (28,600lb)
• Maxim_., FAR takeoff field length of 2h38 m (8000 ft)
• Minimum initial cruise altitude of 10,360 m (34,000 ft)
@ Reserve fuel per ATA domestic regulations.
• Maxim_a approach speed of 69.2 m/s (135 KEAS) for aircraft weight
corresponding to end of design range
2.2 Configuration Selection
Because of the small size and range of the aircraft, extended over-water
operation was not envisioned and a two-engined configuration was selected.
This requires an engine-out second segment climb gradient of at least 2.2
percent during takeoff.
The short range two-engined aircraft, in contrast to the medium and long
range version which were investigated in the original study (Reference 1),
offered the most possibilities for variations in configuration. Some of the
variations investigated were:
i. Aft mounted engines as shown in Figure h for the internal tank
hydrogen fuel version and in Figure 5 for the external. This is a
viable configuration for the internal tank aircraft but presents some
aerodynamic, and structural dynamic problems in the external tank
version.
i
2O ]
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4m (13 ft)
Sw = 81 m2 (870ft 2)
AR = 8 _, = .3 LFUS = 42m 1136.5ft1 1
i b - 25m 183.5 ft) VVT = .0853
i T/w = .28 _HT = .59
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Figure h. Candidate Configuration - Internal Tanks,
Aft Mounted Engines
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SW = 85m2(910ft2) LFUs = 34m(113ft)
AR - 8 X = .4 _HT = .S9
b - 26m (85.5 ft) VVT - .0858
T/W - .32 W/s = 488 kg/m2 (100 Ib/ft 2)
LH2 - EXT FUEL, 130 PAX, 2,780 km_ 130 PAX, 6 A/B @0.86m (34 in)
WG = 48,776 kg (91,000 Ib)
h
n OI
i
_: Figure 5. Candidate Configuration - External Tanks,
I Aft Mountel Engines
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2. A high-winged configuration with underwing mounted engines for both
internal and external tanks. This configuration presented no
advantage over the low wing aircraft and had the problem of landing
! gear location and storage and also vulnerability of the internal fuel
i tanks to a wheels-up landing due to having no heavy wing box for
"" protection as is the case with low winged aircraft. Another
disadvantage is the passenger cabin e_osure to an engine burst due
i to _sence of the wing box.
3. A version of the a_-engined internal tank hydrogen fuel aircraft
U in which all fuel _s carried in a single aft tank was also considered.This arrangement has the advantage of placing all fuel and propulsion
in a package aft of the passengers. The obvious disadvantage with
this concept is the excessive c.g. travel, estimated at 75 percent
_{ of MAC. This requires a horizontal tail approximate_ twice as large
L2
- as is the case when the fuel is located fore and aft. Other disad-
vantages are the exposure of the tank to damage, _d structural
i_ weight penalties due to the cantilevered tank and tail junction.
The concept chosen for analysis was a conventional low-winged design with
l.i under-wing mounted engines as described in the following sections. _is
configuration allows for maximum flexibility in going from the internal to the
H external hydrogen tanks and is adaptable to the Jet A version as well. This
insures a high degree of commonality between all the designs for comparison i
(i purposes.
[J
4.B LH2 Internal Tank Airplane (Aircraft No. i)
The parametric study was conducted using the ASSET vehicle synthesis
ii program described in Section 4.3, Reference i. In the previous study, a
L_ comprehensive investigation was made to determine the influence of wing
ii_i geomet_ (thickness ratio, taper ratio, and sweep)on vehicle performance.Th s characteristics found to be optimum for Mach 0.85 cruise were retained
for this study. The primary consideration in the present work was selection
il of wing aspect ratio as described below.
4.3.i Aspect Ratio Selection. - From a matrix of some 64 aircraft generated
the vehicle synthesis program, i.e., 16 aircraft for each of four candidate
aspect ratios (8,10,12, and lh) one aircra_ which met all the performance
constraints was selected for each aspect ratio. The variation of the selection
\ 2S
I
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criteria; DOC, gross weight, price, and block fuel for these point design
aircraft is presented in Figure 6 as a function of aspect ratio. This
figure indicates _hat if the selection criteria were _2inimum airplane
purchase price and gross weight an aspect ration of 8 would be chosen. If
minimum block fuel were desired, it would be lb. Since _2_nimum DOC was
specified as the ultimate selection criterion to be used in event of conflict,
_n aspect ratio of i0 was selected. Following this choice, all synthesis
program input data was reviewed, revised where required, and the final point
design aircraft was generated. This method of selecting the final con-
figuration was used for each of the study aircraft.
Since two-engined aircraft are critical with regard to field length and
climb gradient with one engine out, a subroutine of ASSET was used to deter-
mine the optimum takeoff flap setting and overspeed (V2/VS) ratio to meet
these constra_nts with any given combination of thrust-to-weight, aspect
ratio, and wing loading.
4.3.2 Configuration Description... A general arrangement drawing of the LH2
internal tank, Mach 0.85, 2280 km (1500 n.mi.), 130 passenger aircraft is
shown in Figure 7. The passenger compartment is located in the central
section of the fuselage. Liquid hydrogen fuel tanks are located fore and aft
of the passenger compartment. They occupy the full available cross section
of the _iselage, except for provision for protective, crushable structure
around the bottom areas. No provision was made for a passageway through or
around the forward tank to permit movement between flight station and
passenger compartment. The flight station is provided with separate
lavatory and galley facilities.
Passenger accommodations, shown in Figure 8, use 6 abreast seating and
seat spacing of 0.8 m (B4 in.). The arrangement provides doors, lavatory
and galley facilities in accordance with requirements of _AR 25 and current
wide-body standards. Air stairs are provided at both portside doors. All
cargo is contained in the pressurized fuselage below the cabin floor where
space is provided for cargo containers and for loose cargo. Further details
of the design are as follows:
24
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The wing has an aspect ratio of i0, thickness ratio of
i0 percent and a sweep _ngle of 30°, The high lift devices include
15 percent leading edge slats and 35 percent double-slotted flaps,
as shown. This high lift system is typical for all study con-
figurations. Spoilers are used in flight for direct lift control,
and for landing ground run deceleration. Conventional ailerons are
fitted outboard of the flaps.
Landing gear: The landing gear consists of two two-wheel main gears
mounted aft of the rear spar. They retract inward into the fuselage.
The space between the retracted gear contains the hydraulic service
center. The fnrward gear has two-wheels mounted on a strut which
retract_ forward under the pilot's compartment.
Hydrogen tank and systems: The hydrogen tank structural concept
selected for purposes of this study is the integral type described
in Reference i, Section 3.1.2. All aircraft structural _oads in
addition to the Cuel dynamic and pressure leads are taken by the
tank shell. Loads are transferred from the vehicle structure to the
tank at both ends by low heat-leak boron-reinforced fiberglass tubes
arranged in an interconnect truss structure. Eight inches of closed-
cell plastic foam insulation e.g., Rohacel. 4!S, covers the tank, in
accordance with the scaling relationship discussed in Section 3.2.
The foam insulation is then wrapped by a vapor shield (Y_pton) to
prevent cryopumping in event a crack develops in the foam insulation.
A fiberglass reinforced composite layer covers the entire tank
section to provide a smooth aerodynamic surface, and protection from
physical damage.
The tank is thus generally protected from mechanical damage by the
foam insulation and its fiberglass cover. Further special protection
from foreign object damage and damage from aircraft maneuvers such
as overrotation or tail scrape is provided on the bottom of the tank,
as shown in Figure 7, by an energy absorbing, alur.inum honeycomb
structure supported from the tank bottom. Protec_l_n is also
provided by this structure for plumbing, electrical, and control
systems which would be routed adjacent to the tank.
The tank and mounting is designed for both inflight structural and
fatigue loads (fall saife considerations) and to withstand the
emergency crash load requirements of FAR 25 with full fuel load.
4.3.3 Vehicle Dat_. - All weight, performance, and cost data are presented
in Section 4.6.
i
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: 4.2 LH2 External Tank Airplane (Aircraft No. 2)
2.2.1 Aspect Ratio Selection. - The procedure for selecting aircraft
• characteristics from the parametric matrix generated by use of ASSET is the
; same as that described in Section 2.3.1 for the internal tank configuration.
• Figure 9 shows the effect of the various selection criteria on choice of
aspect ratio. Based on minimum DOC, an aspect ratio of 9.5 was selected for
the final point design aircraft.
J
4.2,2 Configuration Description. - The most obvious feature of the external
tank LH2 aircraft design shown in Figure l0 is of course the large wing-
mounted tanks. Their physical size prevents mounting below the wing. To
ii reduce drag to an acceptable level the tank is supported on a plyon with a
height of approximately one-third tne tank diameter. The tank is of integral
construction covered with eight inches of closed-cell plastic foam insulation
!
protected by a vapor proof barrier film and an external fiberglass reinforced
composite cover.
J
• The fuselage length of this aircraft has been reduced compared to the
internal tank version by removal of the hydrogen fuel tanks. Six abreast
seating is provided with a 0.86 m (32 in0 seat pitch for 130 passengers.
Cargo volume, lavatory, and galley facilities are equivalent to those on the
internal tank aircraft.
The tank arrangement of this aircraft simplifies the fuel system
arrangement since only one engine crossfeed line and refuel line are carried
i across the aircraft fuselage in the wing box.
(
Air stairs are prcvided at both entry doors on the left hand side of the
aircraft.
I h.h.3 Vehicle Data. - All weight, performance, and cost data for this air-1 cr_ft are presented in Section _.6.
Ii ,
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i _i 4.5 Jet A Airplane (Aircraft No. 3)
i _.5.1 Aspect Ratio Selection. - Fig_e ii shows the various selection
• _ criteria versus aspect ratio and indicates a choice of ll to provide minim_ :
DOC.
ii_ _.5.2 Configuration Description. - _e general arrangement of the Jet A
_eled aircraft is shown in Figure 12. The fuselage and interior arrangement
_i is the same as that of the external tank hydrogen aircraft described in
Section _._. All fuel is contained in the wing box structure resulting in
• f
• _ some load relief for this wing compared to the internal tank _drogen design.
ii •
Air stairs are provided on both left hand ent_ doors.
f_
il h.5.3 Vehicle Data. - All weight, performance, _d cost data for this air-
craft are presented in Secticn _.6.
_.6 Comparison of Short Range Aircraft
I Table VII presents a summa_ of the characteristics of the three short
range aircraft. These are the final point designs meeting all performance
i constraints and selected on the basis of minim_ DOC For convenience in
comparing the designs, ratios of the more significant values are sho'_.
Comparison of the external to the internal tank LH2 aircraft designs !
shows that in spite of the short range involved, at4 therefore a relatively
L
small _el load, the drag of the e_ernal tanks resu_ted in a llft/drag ratio
15 percent poorer for that aircraft design compared to the internal tank
aircraft. _is is due to the rapid increase of external tank wetted area
(and weight) compared to the internal tank, as discussed in Section 3.2.
_i _e lower L/D in turn, requires more cruise thrust and results in use of
[_ larger engines.
ii Use of lar6er engines accounts for the shorter takeoff distance and the
higher initial cruise altitude of the external tank design. However, the com-
bination of lower L/D and larger engines causes a significant penalty in fuel
weight, a_rcraft price, _d DOC. _ese disadvantages led to selection of the
J m  amatam 35
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SPA__N........M __._._T) 30.8/('I01./) z43 :'24.4) _t.32(/4.Z;,
ROOT CHORD M([_ 4.3/(/=9. _) Z _# (_3. 3) 4./,4 (/(,,2 _>
TIP CHORD M(,IN) /._.9(so,) o,7_r30'o> /.'z4'(4a.s).
T..__APERATIO o..Y 0.3 o.3
MAC.....__-i_- 3oH/zo'._;-/._/:7/.zj- 2.3s://_.,)
SWEEP R4D._.._ O.EZ4(30 ) 0.$24:30 ) 0.5Z4(30;
T____C_ROOT_(X_) /o 3 .9
T/C TIP .... (,g) /0 _ s
< DESI_IV GA?OSS I,'VT=.- 4.9_2B7 /(G. (IO,B,_S7 LB.)
" :POWER PLA/JT- (2) TURBOF'A/¢S
 Iv'STALLED THRUST/EA )- 84,084 IV. (I,9,30G LB.i
,oASSE/VCE/P_-/3o
/CUE/_ (JETAI> - e,.93e/<'G (/.9,704 LB.)
_,4w¢6- z, _'8o _-_. (/,soo,v.M.)
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TABLE VII. COMPABISON OF FINAL DESIGN SHOW['I_J_GEAIRCBAFT
_ (S.I. UNITS)
._,' (2790 km Range- 130 Pu. - Mad10.86)
Payload- 12,973
_ Alm_t Akmft Rat_ Airwaft Ratio
N_I No.2 _Ext_ No. 3 / JatA _
(Int LH2) (Ext LH2) _/_'t (JetA) _ Int LH2Pi!_ ....
(_ Weight Iql 44,670 OJ 1.1111 49,290 1.11
! , Total Fuel kll 3,340 4,380 1,31 83140 2.08
i J e_kF_ kS 2_ 3.ols 1_1 G.11o 2.70OperaengEmp_ Wt iql 29J 32,620 1.16 27,380 0.97
,m_w, ke a_O 30JnO 11, 26.,eo o,,
1! _..._o 1o ,s 11
[! WingMe m2 86 94.6 1.11 86.3 1.02
Sweep degnm 30 30 30
: Span m 29.1 30_ 1.03 33JD _JNS
[_ 42_ 34A 0_1 34.4 0J1Fue.Length m
i./D - Cruise 13.9 11.7 0.848 16.3 1.18L.,
SFC - Cruise _r /diN 0.216 0215
0._J9 2.93
i_ ,,_,C_.A,=.*- lOmO 11_o 12.'alo
L; WingLoading k4/m2 5263 627._ 5712
1.0Thrust/Weight Nlkt _38 4A1 1.3 3.41 i
_'o No. Englnes 2 2 2
[ i ThrustFerEr_line N 76,300 109,900 1Ai 84,0_) 1.12
FAR T.O. Distance m 2,403 1,420 0.6e 2,429 1.02
; i FAR Lclg.Diata,_ m 1,744 1,763 1,764 i
; f 2ridSo9Climb 0.0276 0.0683 2.11 0.0306 1.3:1_
Grad.(En_ C.,.I
App_o_ Sp_d m/: ee eo m
Wu(ghtFractions percent
Fuel 7.6 8.8 10.1
i * Payloed 29.1 29.0 29.3
_ Suuctu_ 29,1 27.6 26.1
;_ Propulsion(includes 12.8 17.@ 92
Fuel System) i
; z_p._ ,_ m.3 _o.o 29.3
L,_ opmengI_,
; PH_e $106 7.86 0.34 1.19 7.61 0.96
i OOC seatkm 0"7S31 0JI011 1.18 C.0002 0.90
; kJ 793 I@@1 1.32 733 0JI4
, Ene_w_Uzatlon _atk-"--_
1DOCb_on LH2M - _l.861GJ
2DOCbecedon Jat A _at - $1310/GJ
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TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF FINAL DESIGN SHOI_TRANGE AiI_CRAFf
(U.S.CUSTOMARY UNITS)
(1600 n.mi.Range-130 Pax.- Moth0.86)
Pwload- 28.60Ob
Air.aft Aimroft Redo Alrcreft Ratio
No. 1 No. 2 (Ext) No. 3 I JetA(0mLH2) (S.,0.2) _', u,,A) _ln--i'_.H2/
Grin Weight Ib 00_00 100,900 1.110 100,000 1.11
Total Fuel ib 7,344 9,618 1.31 19,704 2.110
BlockFuel It) 6,000 6,047 1,11 13,046 2.70
OperatingEmptyWt Ib 62,290 71,000 1.10 00,180 0.97
EmptyWt Ib 67,970 67,270 1.16 64,130 0.97
AspectRatio 10 06 11
_M,oArea tt;_ 011.§ 1,0111 1.12 928.7 1.02
Sweep dee 3O 3O 3O
Sport h 96.6 90.3 1.03 101.1 1.01
Fus.Length It 139.6 113.U 0.81 113._) 0.81
L/D - Cruise 13.0 11.7 0.840 16.3 1.18Ib
SFr, - Cru_ hr Ib 0211 0211 0.011, 2.83
i,_ c_se Amtude ft 3O,000 z,ooo 4o,ooo
w_ t.oad_ Ib/_2 107.8 100.0 117.0
"lrhrust/We_hi 0.146 0.460 1.3 0.348 1.0
No. Engines 2 2 2
Thnst PerEngine Ib 10,96_ 24,730 1A8 10,9 t0 1.12
FAR T.O. _ ft 7,01_ 4," "_ 0Zd) 7,970 1.02
FAR Ldg.Distance tt 5,728 6,762 6,764
2ridSogClimb 0.0270 0.0603 2.11 0.0306 1.32
Grad.IEn_ Out)
Apwoad_,P.,xmd KEAS 136 138 136
WeightFr_liom pw_t
Fuel 7.8 S.0 10.1
P_ 29.1 26.0 26.3
Stmctum 30.3 27.0 3O.1
Propulsion(;nclude, 12.8 17.0 0.2
FuelSystem)
Equipm_t 22.3 20.0 20.I
mdO_minl IWm,
Prim 1100 7.86 0.34 1.10 7.61 0JIG
¢ 1.4131 1.0401 1.10 12762 0.90
EneqlyUWtzmtion _ 1,33O 1,760 1.32 1,208 0.96
looc_ o. L.2_o,- s,_10eet.
21DOCI:eMdon_t Aeom- 82/10SB_ - _4.0/sd
_0
J
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_i internal tank design for comparison with the Jet A fueled airplane. For a
_ i "" description of the complete rationale leading to selection of internal tank
/i I over external tank designs, see Section h.6 of the final report of the
'_ eriginal study (Reference 1).
il,
[_ As might be expected from the low fuel fraction involved in this small
} pay]oad, short-range mission, the advantage of using hydrogen fuel is largely
_ _ :i mitigated by the penalties involved, i.e., tank, insulation wight, and drag
, _ increase due to more wetted area. The factor of 2.93 advantage in specific
: fuel consumption offered by the LH2 fueled design, operating on the small fuel
weight _uvolved, is not sufficient to overcome the 18 percent disadvantage in
L/D. Table VII shows almost equal empty weights for the internal tank LH2
(Aircraft No. l) and Jet A (Aircraft No. 3) designs and only an ll percent
higher gross weight for the Jet A fueled design. The purchase price of
Aircraft No. 3 is lower by _ percent and energy used in perfroming the mission
is lower by h percent.
,i
_s Table VIII presents a breakdown of costs for the three aircraft. Nute
:- that D0C is calculated on the basis of the prescribed fuel coats. Figure 13
} li shows the DOC versus the fuel cost in $/GJ ( Btu) across the lower edge,
: and for Jet A fuel in _/gallon at the top. It indicates the high DOC of the
_7
i external tank LH2 and almost equal DOC's for the internal LH2 and the Jet A
_ aircraft for the same fuel price In other words, for these aircraft LH2
i} cannot cost more than Jet A for equal DOC'_.
l Selected pages of ASSET computer printouts for the internal tank LK2,
!_ external tank LH2, and Jet A point design aircraft are _eproduced in
: Appendix A-l, A-2 and A-3, r_spectively.
i
h.6.1 Noise. - A comparison of noise generated by the two aircraft is
: presented numerically in Table IX and graphically in Figure 14. The analysis
was made using the takeoff and approach paths generated for the respective
aircraft in the ASSET program, and using engine parameters and procedures
describ_d(Referencelnl).Section4,8.2 of the final report of the previous study i
?
• °
,I
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TABLE Vlll. COST COMPARISON OF FINAL DESIGN S!IORTRANGE AIRCRAFT
2,780 km (1500 n.mi.) - 130 Pax. - M 0.85
Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft
_o. i No. 2 No. 3
(Int. LH2) (Ext. LH2) (Jet A)
pevelopment $106
Airfrmne 21.62 27.47 23.68
Engine (Amortized 0 0 0
in prod. cost)
TOTA_ 21.62 27.47 23.68
Production $106
Airframe Cost 5.482 6.222 5.210
Engine (including R&D) 1.530 2.113 1.340
Avionics 0.220 0.220 0.220
R&D Amortization 0.618 0.785 0.677
(Airframe)
TOTAL Aircraft Price 7.850 9.340 7.507
Direct Opera_ing Cost _--
Crew 0.228 (0.422) 0.227 (0.420) 0.228 (0.423
Maintenance
Airframe Labor 0.072 (0.134) 0.078 (0.145) 0.070 (0.129)
(Including Burden)
Engine Labor 0.029 (0.053) 0.035 (0.064) 0.045 (0.484
(Including Burden)
Airframe Material 0.037 (0.069) 0.043 (0.079) 0.036 (0.067)
Engine Material 0.037 (0.069) 0.051 (0.095) 0.051 (0.095)
: Fuel* and Oil k--mS(n.--_m$iO.296(0.549) 0.389 (0.721), 0.185 (0.342[
Insurance 0.060 (0.iii) 0.071 (0.132) 0.058 (0.107)
Depreciation 0.232 (0.430) 0.278 (0.514) 0.222 (0.412
TOTAL DOC 0.992 (1.837) 1.17 (2.170) 0.896 (1.659)
TOTAL Unit DOC
_ _ seat_ km .(seat_n.ml..) 0.763 (1.413) 0.901 (1.670) 0.689 (1.276)
*Fuel Cost:
Jet A = $1.90/GJ ($2/106 Btu = 24.8¢/gai = 3.68¢/ib)
LH2 = $2.85/GJ ($3/106 Btu - 15.48¢/ib) _
'I1 42 ,
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Figure 13. DOC Versus Fuel Cost - 1500 n.ml., 130 PsX Aircraft ,:
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TABLE IX. NOISE EVALUATION - SHORT RANGE AIRCRAFT
Airplane No. 1 3
Number of Engines 2 2
Fuel LH2 Jet A
Gross Weight kg (lb.) 44,570 (98,260) 49,288 (108,660)
FAR 36 Flyover Level (EPNdB) 79.2 79.2
Limit Per NPRM 75-37 87.6 88.2
FAR 36 Sideline Level (EPNdB) 85.5 85.7
Limit Per NPRM 75-37 93.7 94.0
FAR 36 Approach Level (EPNdB) 91.1 90.3
Limit Per NPRM 75-37 98.8 99.1
f ,,,
Enclosed "Footprint" Contour Area
km2 st.mi. 2 km2 st.mi. 2
80 EPNdB - Takeoff 8.03 3.10 7.56 2.92
- Approach 6.32 2.44 5.36 2.07
- Total 14.35 5.54 12.92 4.99
90 EPNdB - Takeoff 1.92 0.74 1.94 0.75
8
- Approach .47 0.18 .36 0.14
- Total 2.39 0.92 2.30 0.89
¢
\ 44
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Noise limits which are listed in the table for comparison with the
values calculated for the subject aircraft are calculated according to the
recently published Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM) (Reference 3)
for revision of the FAR Part 36 noise certification requirements. The final
format and limits of a revised FAR Part 36 will probably be fairly close to
the NPRM.
The airplane takeoff performance conditions of 305 m (lO00 ft) elevation
runway, 32.2°C (90°F) day, are not consistent with the sea level, 25°C (77°F),
reference conditions of FAR Part 36, or the proposed change thereto. This
will tend to make some of the results conservative. The approach noise
predictions, however, are probably slightly too low because airframe noise
was not included.
The aircraft designed for the short range mission are essentially equal
in noise characteristics. Both are significantly quieter than the limit
noise calculated by the proposed standard_ viz., 8.h and 9 EPNdB quieter in
: flyover, 8.2 and 8.3 EPNdB quieter in sideline, and 7.7 and 8.8 EPNdB
quieter in approach respectively, for the LH2 and Jet A aircraft.
The LH 2 airplane is slightly noisier in approach for reasons explained
in Reference 1. Compared to the Jet A design, it has smaller engines, lower
-/
L/D, and in approach it has approximately equal weight. Consequently, the
LH 2 aircraft is required to operate its engines at more advanced throttle
setting to malntain the 3 degree glide slope. This accounts for the fact
Aircraft No. 1 has a slightly larger footprint area, for both the 80 and the
90 EPNdB contours. The area of the 90 EPNdB contour for the LH2 airplane is
2.39 _2 (0.92 mi 2) vs 2.30 km2 (0.89 mi 2) for the Jet A design. These
areas are the total of approach plus takeoff. They are less than half
the noise goal specified in the study guidelines.
1976012056-061
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5. MEDIUM RANGE AIRCRAFT
5.1 Design Requirements
The medium range aircraft are designed to meet the following requirements
and constraints:
• 5560 km (3000 n.mi.) design range
@ 200 passengers plus baggage and cargo for a total payload of 19,960 kg(4_,ooo lb)
• Maximum FAR takeoff field length of 2438 m (8000 ft)
• Minimum initial cruise altitude of 10,360 km (34,000 ft)
• Reserve fuel per ATA domestic regulations
@ Maximum approach speed of 69.h m/s (135 KEAS) for aircraft weight
corresponding to end of design range.
5.2 Configuration Selection
i .
Based on the study of alternate configurations reported in Section 4.2
on Eeference l, the medium range configurations are low-winged aircraft of
conventional appearance with four wing-mounted engines. This requires a
minimum 2.7 percent gradient during the critical second segment climb with
' an engine out. The external tank LH2 design (Aircraft No. 5) has tanks
; mounted above the wing at the inboard engine position. The internal tank LH2i ,
L.. aircraft (No. 4) has tanks located fore and aft of the passenger compartment.
i 5.3 LH2 Internal Tank Airplane (Aircraft No. 4)
i 5.3.1 Aspect Ratio Selection. - The method of generation of data for the
parametric aircraft evaluation, and the basis for selection of an aspect ratio
of 9.5 for minimum DOC, is the same as previously described for the short
range aircraft in Section 4.3.
i
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'| 5.3.2 Configuration Description. - A general arrangement drawing of the LH2 ,, I!1iinternal tank, Mach 0.85, 5560 km (3000 n.mi.), 200 passenger aircraft is
shown in Figure 15. Specific features of the design are as follows: !
Fuselage: The passenger compartment _s located i" .he central
: section of the fuselage. Liquid hydrogen fuel tanks are located i
: fore and aft of the passenger compartment. They occupy the full _|!
available cross section of the fuselage, except for provision for LI i
: protective, crushable structure around the bottom areas. No
provision was made for a passageway through or around the forward
tank to permit movement between flight station and passenger H
compartment. The flight station is provided with special lavatory
LI
: and galley facilities.
Passenger accommodations are shown in Figure 16 which illustrates [J
the 10/90 percent class mix and seat spacing of 0.965 m (38 in.) and
0.86 m (34 in.), respectively, for first class and coach. Six _
abreast seating is used in first class _d eight in coach. !]i
' Provision for doors, lavatory, and galley facilities is in
accordance with the requirements of FAR 25 and current widebody i i
standards. Separate galleys are provided for first class and ii
coach sections. _
All cargo is contained in the pressurized fuselage below the cabin :i
floor where space is provided for nine cargo containers plus i I
additional space for loose cargo.
Wing: The wing has an aspect ratio of 9.5, thickness ratio of i
i0 percent and a sweep angle of 30° . The high lift devices j.
include 15 percent leading edge slats and 35 percent double-
slotted flaps where shown. Spoilers are used in flight for direct :,
lift control, and for landing ground run deceleration. Co._ventional ii
ailerons are fitted outboard of the flaps.
Landin_ Gear: The main gear consists of two four-wheel bogies
mounted aft of the rear spar. They retract inward into the
fuselage. The space between the retracted gear contains the
hydraulic service center. The forward gear is a forward retracting
two-wheel strut arrangement. !
Hydrogen Tank and S_stems: The hydrogen tank structural concept is
the integral type. All aircraf_ structural loads in addition to the !
fuel dynamic and pressure loads are taken by the tank shell. Loads i
are transferred from the vehicle structure to the tank at each end L
by low heat-leak boron-reinforced fiberglass tubes arranged in an
interconnect truss structure. Six-and-one-half inches of closed- _i
cell plastic foam insulation, e,g., Rohacell 41S, covers the tank. i _J
This is wrapped by a vapor shield (Kapt^n) _hich is to prevent
cryopumping in event a crack develops in the foam insulation. A 1
fiberglass reinforced composite layer covers the entire tank section
to provide a smooth aerodynamic surface, and protection from physical '
damage.
'1
i_t
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CHARA(_TERISTICSJ WING HORIZ. TAIL VERT. TAIL
AREA M" (S(_ I:"1") 14e.oI'l_OZ.3) ............19 0(2t2,9) 15.6067.7)
ASPECT RATIO 9.5 4.._ 1.6
M _ az.e,(,e3_) L e.43(3,.0) 4.eeO6.4)
C}"K_) M_.t_.t_.t_.t_.t_.t_6.09 (239.7) ,,. 3.22 (126.e) 4.eo Oee.e)
TiP CHOAO M (IN) t.s3, (?1.9) 0.97 (300) t.44 (_.6)
T..T._E_RRA_TIO 0.3 0.3 oi._'
MAC _--(IN] 4.340_'o.9) z.3o(9o.4) 3,.4zo34.e)
SWEEP _A3(DEG 0.524 (30) 0.524 (3,0) 0.524 (30)
T/CROOT ____ _o 9 9
TA:: TiP OO _0 9 9
DESIGNGROSSWT.- 81,403 KG. (179,459LB.)
POWERPLANT- (2) TURBOFAN
II_TALLE) THI_U$T((A.)- 66,049 N. (t5,029 LB.)
PASSENGERS-200
FUEL LHe - 9,492 KG('20,924 LB.)
RANGIE-5,559 KM.(3,000 NM,)
__ JL __JIL i
_-,o_(_,,)--.J jL ..... _7.61 (_.5.4FI}.. ........
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-- !!))'--
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Vehicle Data. - A1] weight, performance, and cost data are presented
5.3.3
in Section 5.6. i
I
5.4 IJt 2 External Tank Airplane (Aircraft No 5)
5._.i Aspect Ratio Selection• - Thr aspect ratio selected for this aircraft
is 9.5 based on minimum DOC. '_
i 5.4.2 Configuration Description. - The general arrangement of this alrc _ft i
' design is shown in Figure 17. This configuration is similar to the short
range external tank LH2 aircraft described in Section 4.4.2, with the
.... exception that this design has four engines• Also, since the ratio of tank
wetted area to volume is more favorable, only 6.5 inches of tank insulation i
i are required to restrict boil-off to the desired fraction. The _eating
arrangement is shown in Figure 18. A 10/90 percent first-to-coach class mix
( is used with a seat spacing of 0.965 m (._8in. ) in first, and 0.86 m (3h in. )
in coach class. Six abreast seating is used in first class and eight in
cvach. An under-floor galley is used in this configuration, with elevmtors
as shown to pr_-:Ide access. Five lavatories and provision for overhead coat
storage i, also shown.
5.4.3 Vehicle Data. - For performance, weight, and cost data see Section 5.6.
5.5 Jet A Airplane (Aircraft ,,v"-.6)
i
5.5.J _pect Ratio Selection. - The aspect ratio which provides minimum DOC
for this aircraft is 9.7,_.
5.5.2 Ccnfijuration Description. - The general arrangement is shown in
Figure 19. The aircraft design is conventional with all fuel carried in th_
wing box. The fuselage size and exr._u_ment is the same as that of the
external tank XR2 aircraft described i_.Section _.b,2.
i
5.5.3 Vehicle Data. - All veight, performance, and cost data is presented !
in Section 5.6. _ !
.... 53
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5.6 Comparison of Medium Range Aircraft v_ !
Table X presents a summary of the characteristics of the three medium _!
range, minimum DOC aircraft which meet the specified p_rformance requirements. Hi
i
Comparison of the external to the internal tank LH2 aircraft shows that _ I
!I ithe internal tank version is superior in every significant respect• Aircraft •
J
No. 5 is 16 percent heavier in gross weight, 20 percent heavier in empt_ weight, il l
costs 22 percent more in price and DOC, and uses 20 percent more fuel. LI '!
consequently the internal tank LH2 design (Aircraft No. _) was selected for I
comparison with the Jet A aircraft (Aircraft No. 6). _I i
'1 The comparison of the internal tank LH2 aircraft and the corresponding il !Jet A fueled design for the medium range mission is also presented in i! !Table X. The LH2 fueled aircraft shows marginally superior characteristics _i
compared to the Jet A design. It is considerably lighter in gross weight _
but slightly heavier in empty weight. The purchase price of the Jet A design i
is 4 percent less, but the LH2 vehicle uses 5 percent less energy in per- i !
forming the design mis_io-
Table XI shows a cost comparison breakaown for the three aircraft i
indicating a slightly higher price for the internal LH2 compared to Jet A.
Note that the DOC values shown in the table reflect use of arbitrarily
selected values of fuel costs. Figure 20 shows the DOC versus fuel cost
in $/GJ ($/106 Btu.). Equivalent cost of Jet A fuel expressed in C/gallon
in shown at the top cf the figure. The figure indicates the higher DOC of
the external compared to the internal tank LH2 aircraft and a slight
advantage for the internal LH2 compared to the Jet A design for equal fuel
cost. Also shown is the average price paid by domestic truck airlines for i
Jet A fuel in September 1975 (28.6 _/gallon). At that price a differential
of _.lSB/GJ ($0.1_/106 Btu's) more could be paid for LH2 and still maintain
equal DOC's. This would increase slightly as the cost of Jet A increases
Detailed ASSET computer printouts for aircraft No's. 4, 5, and 6 are I1
}
_ shown in Appendix A-h, A-5 and A-6, respectively.
i
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;ll CHARACTERISTICS WING HORIZ. TAIL VERT. TAIL ,/r/X'
AREA M= (SG FT). 174.2 (1874.7_ 32,.4 (349.2) 24.6 (26A.6)'
_. ,_, _,o 9° ,_ ,o
SPAN MI_TERS(,I='I") 40.67 (I...'33.4) 12.08 (39,6) 6.28 (20.6)
ROOT CHO_M,,IN) 6.12 _240.8) 4.14 (162.8) 6.02_237.1)
: TIP CHORD M ',IN) 2.45 96.3 1.24 48.8 1.81 71.t
i I TAPER RATIO . 0.4 0.3 0.3
MAC METERS(IN:) 4,54(178.9) 2.95 (116.0) 4.,29(169.0)
SW EP RAD (DI'(3) 0.524 (30) 0.524 I30) 0.524 (30)
T/C ROOT {7,) .. iO 9 9
;I T/¢ TIP (1D IC 9 9
I POWER PLANT- 2 TURBOFANINSTALLED THRUST (EA.] -99,141 N.(22,289 LB.)
PASSENGERS- 200
I FUEL LI-Iz - 12,3,_1 KG. (27,229 LB.) ;:im
_ANGE- 5,5,_9 KM. (3,000 N.M.)
E
= 40.67 033.4) = -- :n
t i n_a)ma PAa_ ._
t'
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• Figure 17. General Arrangement:
: Medium Range, LH2
S External Tank Transport16.95(55.6_ I
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TABLE X. COMPARISON OF FINAL DESIGN MEDIUM RANGE AIRCRAFT
(S.I. UNITS)
(5660 km RANGE - 200 PAX - I_ 0.86)
Wpey"19,9S0 kg
Aircraft Aircraft R_o: Aircraft RAtio:
:i No. 4 No. 6 (Ext.) No. S __
._ (int. LH2) (Ext. LH2) _ (JetA) (Lnt.LH2)
GrowWt kg 81,400 94,950 1.16 98,400 1.21Total Fuel kg 9,490 lU60 130 27,730 2.92
BlockFuel kg 7,724 10_00 1.29 22,710 2.94
OperatingEmptyWt kg 61,960 61,740 1.19 60,710 0.98
H Empty Wt k9 47,420 b-/_)60 1.20 46_70 0.98AspectRatio S_O S_O 9.76
WingArea m2 149 174 1.17 166 1.04
H Sweep des 3O 3O 3Opin m 8 41 1.08 9 1.03
FusLength m 53 44 0.83 44 0.83
l l L/O-Cruise __ 13.8 12.3 0JIg 16.3 1.11
H SFC- Cruise ;_L/cbN .216 216 .627 2.92
Initial CruiseAltitude m 10,970 11XAK) 10_3(K)
WingLoading kg/m2 947 640 637
H ThmstlWelght Nlkg 3.28 421 1.29 2.76 0.84No. Engines 4 4 4
ThrustPerEngine N N,gEO 98,140 1.48 98_)29 1.02
t t FAR T.O. Dimnce m 1,640 1_90 0.79 2,430 1.49jFARLdg.Dim,,,,m 1.790 1,7U 1,767
2nd Sell.Climb Grad. 0.004 0.146 1.66 O.ON 0.70
(Engout)
Appro_h Speed mls 69 (HI U
WeightFractions- Percent
Fuel 11.7 13.1 28.2
Pzyloed 24.6 21.2 29_
i Stmoture 31_ 30.7 27.6_opulsion (Inducles 12JS 17.2 7.1J
FuelSystem)
EclUimentand 20.3 17.8 16.9
) i OperatingItlntl
Prtoe 8106 13.96 17.07 1.22 13.33 0,98
]! DOC _ 0.7221 _r/01 o.122 oAGO2 o..
,J kJ 1_7e 1_ m 1_s
EnergyUtillzttJon
............. , ..... J
!*j 1DOCbasedof LH2 emt - i_,O6/OJ
) 2DOCbend onJet A oaet= $1.O0/OJ
'\ i
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TABLE X. C0MPABISON OF FINAL DESIGN MEDIUm' RANGE AIRCRAFT
,o.,.c°.ow...,.,
1300Un,mi. RANGE - 200 PAX - Mxh 0415) _J
Wpey= 44,000 Ibs
Aircraft Aircraft Ratio Aircraft Ratio _
No.4 No. 6 (E_.) No. 6
GrouWt. Ib 179,498 207,380 1.19 216,920 1.21
Total Fuel Ib 20,920 27,230 1,t0 61,140 2.92 _trock l 17, 3 2 04 .29 0 08 4 i
OperatingEmptyWt Ib 114,540 136,120 1.19 111,790 0.88 "
EmptyWt Ib 104,930 125,770 • 70 102,000 0.98 '
AspectRatio 9.60 9.60 9.75
_qng_,,*a ft2 1,602 1,876 1.1; 1,664 1.04 '
Sweep dq 3O 3O 3O
Spen ft 123.4 133.6 1.06 127.4 1.03
FusLength ft 173.4 144.7 0.83 144.7 0.83 !
L/D - Cruise 13.8 12.3 0.89 16.3 1.11
SFC- Cruise _',/Ib 0.211 0.211 0.916 2.92m
Initid CruiseAltitude ft 36,000 38,000 34,000
Nng Loading Ib/ft2 112.0 110.6 130.4
T_.st/W_0ht O.338 0.43O 1_e O292 U4
No. SngiMs 4 4 4
lhrust perEngine Ib 16,030 22,290 1.48 15,290 1.0_
FAR T.O. Distance ft 5,382 4,236 0.79 7,975 1.48
FAR Lclg.Distance ft 5,779 6,757 6,763
;endSe_ Climb 0.094 0.148 136 O.0M 0.70
Grad.(Engout)
ApwonchSpeed KEAS 136 136 138
WeightFractions- Ptment
_J
Fuel 11.7 13.1 282
Pwlned 24.6 21.2 20.3
$truotum , 31,0 30.7 27.4
Propulsion(Includes 12.5 172 7.2
FuelSyste'n)
Equipmemand 20.3 17.8 16.9
OperatingIwms
Price 8106 13.96 17.07 1.22 13.33 O.M
¢
ooe _ 1.33o1 1.9;mt 1_ 120,_ uo
EnergyUtilization Bt_....__u 1,464 1,898 1..29 1,937 1.06
sentn.n_.
: 1DOCbrad on LH2 cut • 83/106 IITU- 16.48¢/Ib
2oock,_ on_ A_ - _10 6st. - 24.8¢1_
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TABLE XI. COST COMPARISON OF FINAL DESIGN MEDIUM RANGE AIRCRAFT
5560 km (3000 n.mi.)- 200 Pa_ - Mach 0.85
Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft
i_ No. 4 No. 5 No. 6
(Int. LH2) (Ext. LH2) (Jet A)
, Development $106
J
Air frame 362.24 469.40 390.66 _
Engine (Amortized 0 0 0
i. prod. cost)
TOTAL 362.24 469.40 390.66 •
ii Production $106 :
L_ Airframe Cost 9.880 Ii .67h 9.561
!I Engine (Including R&D) 2.540 3.559 2.1h8 i
Avionics O.500 O.500 O.500
R&D A:,£ortization (Airframe) 1.035 1.341 1.116ci
I TOTAL Aircraft Price 13.955 17.074 13.325
bst
Crew 0.213 (0.395) 0.213 (0.395) 0.214 (0.396)
Maintenance •
! Airframe Labor 0.092 (0.170) 0.103 (0.191) 0.090 (0.167)
(Including Burden)
Engine Labor 0.048 (0.089) 0.058 (0.107) 0.072 (0.134)
(Including Burden)
Airframe Materla_ 0.053 (0.098) 0.063 (0.116) 0.0_2 (0.096)
Engine Material 0.054 (0.:00) 0.076 (0.141) 0.069 (0.128)
Fuei* and Oil 0.499 (0.924) 0.645 (1.195) 0.339 (0.628)
f_
H :ns=anc, (o.185)o.123(o22T)0.096(o177)
Depreciation 10.386 (0.714) 0.475 (0.879) 0.367 (0.679) '
TOTAL DOC 1.445 (2.675) 1.756 (3.251) 1.299 (2.405)
Unit DOC seat km a n.mi. _.723 (1.338) 0.878 (1.626) 0.650 (1.203)
' OFuel Cost:
i Jet A • $1.901C_; ($2110"Btu • 24.8_Ig_ • 3.68#Iib)
L_2 106
! -
l\ 6B ,
I
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5.6.1 Noise. - A comparison of noise generated by the two aircraft i_p_'esented numerically in Table XII and graphically in Figure 21. The analysis
U was ._ade u_ing the t_keoff and approach paths generated for the respectiveaircr ft in the ASSET program, nd using engine parameters and p oc dures
described in section _.B.2 of the final report of the previous study
U (Reference I).
U As noted in section k.6.1, noise limits which are listed in the table forcomparison with the values calculated for the subject aircraft are th._se
according to the recently published Notice of Proposed Ruke _(aking (Reference
U 3) for revision of the FAR Part 36 noise certification requirements.
U The LH2 aircraft designed for the medium range mission is appreciably
quieter In flyover, but slightly noisier in sideline and during approach than
LI its Jet A fueled counterpart. Beth .re significantly quieter than the limitnoise calculated by the proposed standard. The differences are 15.2 and
12.2 EPNdB quieter in flyover, 12.2 an_ 13.1 EPNdB quieter in sideline, ar_I-)
[) 7._ and 8.3 EPNdB quieter in approach, respectively, for the LH2 and Jet A
aircraft.
The LH2 airplane is slightly noisier in approach for _easons explained
_I in Reference 1 and reviewed in section _.6.1. As s_own in Table XII, the
U
area of the 90 EPNdB contour for the LH2 airplane is 3.21 km2 (1.2_ ml2)
vs B.75 km2 (1.45 mi 2) for the Jet a design. These areas a_'e the total of ;
)' l 1) approach plus takeoff. They are both less than the noise goal listed in the :
study guidelines, Table II.
)
L
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TABLE XII. NOISE EVALUATION - MEDIUM RANGE AIRCRAFT
Airplane No. 4 6
Number of Engines 4 6
• Fuel LH2 Jet A
Gross Weight - k_ (ib) 81,403 (179,460) 98,395 (216,920) ! :
( FAR 36 _____gverLevel (EPNdB) 81.8 85.9 ' i
Limit pc: NPRM 75-__7 97.0 98.1
FAR 36 Sideline Leve? 86.4 86.0
Limit,P_ NPRM 75-37 98.6 99.1 i
FAR 36 Approach Level (EPNdB) 93.1 92.8
,I
Limit Per NPRM 75-37 100.5 I0!.I
En_loeed ")Dotprint" Contour Area _,
km2 st.mi.2 kin2 st.ml .2 :
80 EPNdB - Takeoff 10.33 3.99 12.48 4.82
- Approach 8.08 3.12 7.85 3.03 t
- Total 18.41 7.11 20.33 7.85
i i
90 EPN_B - Takeoff 2.41 0.93 3.00 1.16 :
- Approach .80 0.31 .75 0.29
- Total 3.21 1.2L 3.75 1._5
?
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6. LONG R_NGE AIRCRAFT
6.1 Design Requirements
! The long range aircraft are designe_ to provide the following performance
and meet the specified constraints:
• 9265 km (5000 n.mi.) radius. With full payload and ATA international
reserves for each segment, fly 9265 km, land, takeoff unrefueled,
and fly another 9265 km segment.
• 400 passengers plus baggage and cargo for a total payload of
• 39,920 kg (88,000 lb)
• Maximum FAR takeoff field length of 3658 m (12,000 ft)
• Minimum initial cruise altitude of 10,360 m (34,000 ft)
• Max_m_ approach speed of 69.4 m/s (135 KEAS) at a landing weight
equivalent to that at the end of the first 9265 km (5000 n.mi.)
segment.
6.2 Configuration Selection
An external tank L_ configuration was not evaluated for this long
_ange miss_ _.be _se the work done in Reference 1 had confirmed that t1_e
o high drag and weight penalties associated with this design concept would be
noncompetitive.
Designs o_ the internal tank LH2 and the Jet A aircraft are similar to
the medium range aircraft described in Section 5.0 with the exception that
the pazsenger cabin of the internal LH2 aircraft is a two deck arrangement.
It is descriL_ in a following section.
Both the long range LH 2 _nd Jet A aircraft have relatively high growth
factors because of the high fuel fraction required for the %cry long,
unrefueled flight. During the initial parametric investigation of these
aircraft, the constraints imposed on each aircraft were examined to determine
which _,ere critical in sizing the aircraft. The results indicated that
_| initial cruise altitude was the principal design constraint for the LH2
,I
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design, and that takeoff field length was most significant for the Jet A
aircraft. Consequently, an irvestigation of the sensitivity of each aircraft
to these parameters was made. Results are described below for the LH2
aircraft and in Section 6.4.1 for the Jet A.
6.3 LH2 Internal Tank Airplane (Aircral_tNo. 7)
6.3.1 Parametric Investigation. - Results of the study to determine the
effect of initial cruise altitude on characteristics of aircraft No. 7 are
shown in Table YIII. The data are plotted in Figures 22 and 23. Note that
each airplane design listed in Table XIII represents the combination of wing
"" loading (W/S) and thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W) which meets all design con-
straints, i.e., approach speed, 2nd segment climb gradient, and FAR takeoff
. field length, and achieves the specified initial cruise altitude. In Figtu-e
22 these results are plotted to determine the minimum direct operating cost
(DOC) for each aspect ratio. The locus of minima is indicated by the broken
line. It shows that changing the initial cruise altitude of the long rang_
hydrogen-fueled airplane from 10,360 m (34,000 ft) would not result in a
significant decrease in DOC. _ccordingly, this altitude was retained as a
design constraint for the long range aircraft in this study. Also, as shown
in Figure 22 the aspect ratio selected for this aircraft on the basis of
minimum D0C is lO.
Following this initial investigation, corrections to the ASSET input
were made as required due to the reduction of the actual gross weight over
the preliminary estimates, and the final aircraft data was generated.
6.3.2 Configuration Description. - A general arrangemeDt drawing of the LH2
internal tank, Mach 0.85, 9265 km (5000 n.mi.) radius 400 passenger aircraft
is shown in Figure 24.
: Fuselage: A_ in the previous LH2 fueled aircraft the passenger compart-
ment is located in the central section of the fuselage in a double deck
arrangement. Liquid hydrogen fuel tanks are located fore and aft of
the passenger compartment. They occupy the full available cross section
of the fuselage, except for provision for protective, crushable struc-
ture around the _ottom areas.
69
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TABLE XIII. EFFECT OF INITIAL CRUISE ALTITUDE ON LH2 AIRCRAFT
(s.i.UNITS)
(Aircraft No. 7)
Initial Aspect Ratio
Cruise
AIt.-103m 8 9 10 12
W/S- kg/m 2 575 571 569 565
T/W - N/kg 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.29
" DOC - _ .803 .784 .776 .756seat km
WG - kg 282,050 278,740 278,420 284,320 ].
Cost - $106 41.63 41.56 41.8 43.3
FAR T.O. --m 1,646 1,670 1,707 1,798
11.58 2nd Seg. Grad. 0.079 0.0823 0.085 0.085
V(Appr.) - m/s 69 69 6o,. Q_)
W/S - kg/m2 573 573 570 566
T/W - N/kg 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.27
DOC - _=e--'_---_-_ .786 .772 .767 .777
WG-kg n 277,510 275,290 275,93C 283,860
,,,,..,t - 6 40.53 40.64 40.96 42.7 "
10.97 FAR T.O. - m 1,774 1,804 1,847 1,963
2rid Seg. Grad. 0.067 0.0715 0.073 0.073
V(Appr.) - m/s 69 69 69 69
W/S - kg/m2 5."6 574 571 568
T/W - NIk_ 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.25
DOC - _ .776 .766 .761 .781
WG - kg _ 274,880 273,970 274,75C 285,630
Cost - $10 u 39.7 39.86 40.28 42.42
10.36 FAR T.O. - m 1,914 1,959 2,012 2,149
2nd Se9. Grad. 0.056 0.0605 0,052 0.062
V(Appr.) mls I 69 69 69 69
W/S - kg/m2 578 575 574 570 <
T/W- N/kg 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.24
DOC - ,...-;'_-,-,-,-,-,-.__ .769 .764 .767 .789 :
W,., -- kg 273,430 274,340 277,470 288,800
c-s 106 38.98 39.37 40.1 42.56
9.75 FAR T.O. - m 2,058 2,143 2,210 2,282
2nd Sag. Grad. 0.045 0.048 ,I.05 0.0565 ,
V(Appr.) - ml$ _ 69 69 69 Q_)
W/S - kg/m2 579 577 575 571
T/W- N/k_ 0.256 0.25 0.24 0.233 -_
OOC - _ .772 .766 .774 .795
. WG - kg _ 275,240 275,520 280,640 291,670
Cost - $10 t_ 38.83 39.28 40.18 42.75
J
; FAR T.O. --m 2,234 2,251 2,338 2,359
9.14 2nd Seg.Grad. 0.0364 0.043 0.045 0.0525
VIAppr.) m/s 69 69 69 69
• W/S - kglm 2 580 578 577 572
T/W - N/k_ 0.25 0.247 0.235 0.23
f DOC - _ .775 .768 .780 .798
WG - kg 6 276,520 276,240 352,590 292,5708.53 Cost - $10 38.2 39.3 42.8 42.82
FAR T.O. - m 2,354 2,292 2,377 2,393
2nd Seg.Grad. 0.033 9.0413 0.642 0.051
V(Appr.) - m/s 68 89 69 59
i
' i'I i
| i :
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TABLE XIII. EFFECT OF INITIAL CRUISE ALTITUDE ON LH 2 AIRCRAFf
(U.S. CUSTOMARY UNITS)
; (Aircraft No. 7)
initial
Cruise 3 AspectRatio
AIt.-10 m 8 9 10 12
W/S - Ib/ft 2 117.7 117 116.5 115.7
T/W 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.29
DOC _ _ 1.4867 1.4527 1.437 1.46W - b 621,800 6 , 00 6 3,800 626,800
38 _st - $106 41.63 41.56 41.8 43.3
FAR T.O. - ft 5,400 5,480 5,600 5,900
2nd Seg. Grad. 0.079 0.082 0.085 0.085
V(Appr.)- KEAS 135 135 135 135
W/S - Ib/ft 2 117 .82 117.3 116.7 116
T/W 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.27
DOC - _ 1.456 1.43 1.42 1.438
W_ - Ib'_"' "'"" 611,800 606,900 608,300 629,800
36 Cost - $106 46.53 40.54 40.96 42.7
FAR T.O. - ft 5,820 5,920 6,060 6,440 :
' " 2nd Seg. Grad. 0.067 0.072 0.073 0.073
-" V(Appr.) --KEAS 135 135 135 135
W/S - Ib/ft 2 118 117.5 117 116.4
-_ T/W 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.25 :.
¢ 1.437 1.418 t410 1 446DOC --_-_ n.m;.
W_ - Ib 606,000 804,000 605,700 _29,700
34 C_st - $106 39.7 39.50 40.28 42.42
, , , FAR T.O. - ft 6,280 6,426 6,600 7,056
2nd Se9. Grad. 0.056 0.060 0.062 0.062
; V(Appr.) - KEAS 135 135 135 135
W/S - Ib/ft 2 118.3 117.8 117.5 116.75
' " TtW 0.27 0_6 0.25 0.24¢
DOC - _ 1.4243 1.415 1.42 1.462
32 WG - Ib 6 602,800 604,900 611,700 636,70'3Cost - $10 38.98 39.37 40.1 42.56
_ FAR T.O. - ft 6,P50 7,030 7,250 7,420
,: 2nd Seg.Grad. 0.045 0.046 0.05 0.056
V(Appr.) - KEAS 135 135 135 135
: WIS - Ib/ft "_ 118.5 1",_q.1 1_7.8 117
T/W 0.256 0.26 0.24 0.233
OOC - _ 1.429 1.418 1.4325 1.473
' W^ -- Ib 606,800 607,400 618,700 643,000
C_t - $106 38.83 3928 40.18 42.75
30 FAR T.O. - ft 7,330 7,385 7,670 7,740
2nd S_J. Grad. 0.036 0.043 0.045 0.052
V(Appr.) - KEAS 135 135 135 135
W/S - Ib/ft_ 118.8 118.3 118,2 117.1
T/W 0.25 0.247 0.235 0.23
¢ 1.4345 1.422 1.446 1.478DOC - _ n.mi.
28 W_ -- Ib 609,600 609,000 6_3,000 546,000
C_t - $10 6 38.2 39.3 42.8 42.82
FAR T.O. - ft 7,500 7,520 7.800 7,860
2nd Seg.Grad. 0,033 0.041 0.042 0.051
V(A__pr.) - KEAS 138 138 135 136
_" 71
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Figure 22. Effect of Aspect Ratio and Initial Cruise Altitude on Direct . 2
Operating Cost of the Long Range LH2 Aircraft
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i' No provision was made for a passageway through or around the forward
tank to permit movement between flight station and passengers. In •
the absence of such communication, the flight station is provided
_i with special lavatory and galley facilities.
i Passenger accommodations are shown in Figure 25 which _hows the
10/90 percent class mix and seat spacipg of 0.965 m (38 in.) and
0.86 m (34 in.) respectively, for first class and coach. Seven
_ z abreast seating is used in first class and lO abreast in coach. The
arrangement includes doors, lavatory and galley facilities in keeping ?
; with the requirements of FAR 25 and current widebody standards.
! Stairwells at each end of the cabin allow access to either deck in
flight.
All cargo is contained in the pressurized fuselage, below the lower
deck, where space is provided for cargo containers plus an additional
17 m3 (600 ftB) for loose cargo.
_ The w_ng has as aspect ratio cf i0, and a sweep of 30°.
The high lift devices include 15 percent leading edge slats and
35 percent double-slotted flops where shown. Spoilers are used
in flight for direct lift control, and for landing ground run
deceleration. Conventional ailerons are fitted outboard of the
flaps.
Landing Gear: The main gear consists of two six-wheel bogies
mounted aft of the rear spar. They retract inward into the fuselage.
The space between the retracted g_ar contains the hydraulic service
center. The forward gear is a two-wheel strut arrangem_.nt retract-
ing forward under the flight station.
Hydrogen Tank and S_stems: The hydrogen ta_k structural concept
selected for purposes of this study is the integral type described
in Section q.l.2. All aircraft structural loads in addibion to the
fuel dynamic and pressure loads are taken by the tank shell. Loads
are transferred from the vehicle structure to the ta." at each end
by low heat-leak boron reinforced fiberglass tubes arranged in an
interconnect truss structure. Seven inches of closed-zell plastic
foam insulation, e.g., Rohacell hlS, covers the tank. This is then
wrapped by a vapor shield (Kapton) which is to pr v_nt cryopumping
in event a crack develops in the foam insulation. A fiberglass
]
reinforced composite layer covers the entire tank section to provide
a smooth -erodynamic surface and protection from physical damage.
The tank is thus generally protecte0 from mechanical damage by the
foam insulation and its fiberglass cover. Further special protection
from both foreign object damage and damage from maneuvers such as
over-rotatlon or tall scrape is provided on the bottom of the tank.
An energy absorbing, alumlz.um honeycomb structure is supported from
" f i
.?
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the tank bottom. In this manner protection is also pro lded for
i i plumbing, electrical wiring, and control systems routed adjacent tothe tank.
f! The _ank and mounting is designed for both inflight structural andfatigue loads (fail safe considerations) and to withstand the
emergency crash load requirements of FAR 25 with a full fuel load.
Ii_ 6.3.3Vehicle-At1weight,perfo=, ce,and arep esent d
in Section 6.5.
.I 6.k Jet A Airplane (Aircraft No. 8)
i! 6.4.i Parametric Investigation. - The results of the preliminary parametric
investigation are shown in Figure 26. The data show that thE: takeoff field
!:, length is critical since it exceeds the originel constraint of 3048 m(
(i0 000 ft). It also indicates that minimum DOC is achieved with an aspect
( _ ratio of ii. This aspect ratio was then used for the following tradeoff
L_ study. It should be noted that because the original preliminLry assessment
i of the design characteristics of aircraft No. 7 indicated it might have a
L! gross weight well in excess )._h53,600 kg (I million Ib), it was planned that
I the airplane would have six engines. Subsequently, the final design was
iI changed to four engines when it became apparent the thrust requiremen_ could
, be met without resorting to excessively large engines.
l
At the conclusion of the initial parametric investigation, the question
of the validity of the origi,al takeoff field length specification of
3048 m (i0,000 f_) was raised by the NASA technical monitor as perhaps
being unduly restrictive. For an aircraft _" this size and p_rpose, it is
• ! logical to assume it would characteristically operate from the major airports
of the world where long, nodern runways would be available. Accordl _ly, a
i special study was made to determine the effect various field lengths ranging
from 2740 m (9000 ft) to almost h880 m .I16,000 ft) would have on the long
I! rang_.Jet A sift.--aftdesign and performance. Figure 27 presents the results
of th_s Invc.,tigatic.. A series of aircraft designs was generate_, each of
i which meets the guideline constraints, except fo_-the specified fiel_• ,'|length. For each, the DOC, gross weight, init_, etul e alt tu._,_,second
|+
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isegment climb gradients, and aircraft production price are all plotted to
show the effect of FAR takeoff field length. ..
: In addition, data on existing runway lengths and reference conditions of :
some of the major airports in the world which have high traffic densities
; was compiled and tabulated. These results are shown in Table XIV. Evalua- i
tion of these data showed that all the airports marked with an asterisk could "_
be used if the subject airplane was capable of taking off from Miami which
has a runway length of 30_8 m (10,000 ft), elevation of 3 m (10 ft), and a
reference temperature of 28.9°C. if these runway conditions are translated
to the conditions of this study, i.e., 30_.8 m (lO00 ft) elevation and 32.2°C
(90°F), the equivalent maximum allowable takeoff distance becomes
approximately 3658 m (12,000 ft). This recommended field length is indicated
on Figure 27.
Examination of the figure slows that considerable improvement in all
of the vehicle parameters can result from increasing takeoff field length to
3658 m (12,000 ft), from the 3048 m (i0,000 ft) originally proposed, and
that not a great deal of further improvement would be realized if the field
length requ±rement increased still further at the cost of eliminating the
capability of operating from .'r.a_ny of the world's major airports. Accordingly,
a change to the design constraint of 3658 m (12,000 ft) FAR takeoff distance
was adapted for the Jet A long range aircraft of this study.
I The characteristics of the final vehicle design were generated using
this constraint after modifying the ASSET inputs as required by the reduction
I in the vehicle size from the original estimate. For example, four engines
! were specified instead of the original six.
_ 6._.2 Configuration Desc_'iption. - The general arrangement of this aircraft
is shown in F_gure 28. The arrangement is conventional with the exception of
i
the main gear which consists of four six-wheel bogies mounted aft of the
i rear spar. The outboard bogies retract inward into the fuselage, while the
i inboard bogies retract aft into the fuselage. The nose gear consists of dual
! wheels which retract forward All fuel is carried in the wing box and wing
i center section, i
J
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_-- T_ XIV. MAJOR AIRPORT RUNWAY LENGES AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS
_- Runw_ Length Elevation Ref. Temp._
{ _! oC
_' m (ft) m (_) (OF)
" i ....
.. ATL_TA 3,048. (i0,000) 313. (i,026) 30.0 (86.0)
_i * _ICAGO 3,556 (11,667) 203 (666) 23.7 (74.7)
! * DALL_ - FT. WORTH 3,477. (11,408) 183. (600) 30.8 (87.4)
[[ * HONOLULU 3,771. (12,373) 4 (13) 26.5 (79.7)
_
• LOS _GELES 3,685. (12.090) 38. (126) 23.7 (74.7)
_ _] * _I 3,200. (10,500) 3. (i0) 28.9 (84.0)1.1
_NNE_OLIS 3,048. (i0,000) 256. (840) 29.0 (84.2)
_ NEW ORLE_S 2,812. (9,226) .9 (3) 29.6 (85.3)
J_
_ * N_ YORK (JFK) 4,441. (14,571) 4. (13) 24.8 (76.6)
• SAN FRANCISCO 3,225. (10,581) 3. (i0) 17.8 (64.0)
i..i * W_HINGTON (D_LES) 3,505. (11,500) 95. (3__) 26.9 (80.4)
• AMSTERD_ 3,452. (11,326) 4. (13) 17.8 (64.0)
_' * BRUSSE_ 3,638. (11,936) 55. (180) 19.1 (66.4)
• COPENHAGEN 3,599. (11,808) 5. (16)
!
1 * FR_K_RT 3,899. (12,792) 112. (367) 20.9 (69.6)
iz
• GENEVA 3,898. (12,790) 430. (1,411) 21.5 (70.7)
• LONDON 3,657. (12,000) 24. (79) 19.0 (66.2)
: * MOSCOW 3,499. (11,480) 204. (670) 21.0 (69.8)
• MUNICH 3,998. (13,12c) 530. (1,740) 19.2 (66.6)
• PARIS (ORLY) 3,649. (11,972) 89. (292) 21.0 (69.8)
• ROME 3,899. (12,792) 2. (7) 25.4 (77.7)
_REF. TEMP. --Mean 2h-hour temperature for hottest month of year plus
one-third of difference between maximum daily mean and 2h-hour mean
temperature.
*Airports from which subject aircraft could operate if designed to 365S m
(12,000 ft) FAR runway length, specified conditions.
IIi
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The interior arrangement is shown in Figure 29 with a 10/90 percent -'
' first-to-coach class mix with 6 abreast, 0.96 m (38 in.) seat spacing in .!
first class and 8 abreast, 0.86 m (3h in.) spacing in coach. A below-deck
galley is used. Doors and lavatories are provided in accordance with require- f
ments of FAR 25 and current industry standards. Storage for carry-on luggage
and passenger belongings suitable for a bOO passenger aircraft is also "_
provided.
_
6.4.3 Vehicle Data. - All performance, weight, and cost data is shown in .!
Section 6.5.
6.5 Comparison of Long Range Aircraft ""
Table XV presents a summary of significant design and performance data i
for the LH2 and Jet A long range aircraft. The table also shows a ratio
which compares the value of each significant parameter listed for the Jet A I
design with that of the LH2 fueled airplane. Copies of pertinent sheets of
the ASSET computer printouts for each of these final design aircraft are
presented in Appendix A-7 and A-8 for more detailed information.
Generally, comparing the values listed in the columns of Table XV, it is i
seen that the LH2 aircraft offers significant advantage in almost every cate-
gory of comparison for this long range mission. The LH2 aircraft is lighter,
.L
requires a smaller wing but a larger fuselage, uses smaller engines, can
takeoff in shorter distances, and uses 25 percent less energy per seat mile
in performing its mission.
The penalties occasioned by the density and cryogenic nature of liquid
hydrogen, reflected in the values shown for Lift/Drag are more than overcome
by the advantage of the heating value of the fuel, indicated by the values i
shown for specific fuel consumption (SFC).?
The heating values of the fuels used in this study are 42,760 kJ/kg il
(18,400 Btu/lb) for Jet A, and 119,900 kJ/kg (51,590 Btu/lb) for hydrogen.
"T
; _ This is a ratio of 2.8 in favor of hydrogen which accounts for the principle ii
portion of the difference in specific fuel consumptions (SFC) listed in the
84 _!
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TABLE XV. COMP_/_ISON OF FINAL DESIGN LONG RANGE AIRCRAFT •
I_ (S.l. UNITS)
t-J
(9265 km radius - bOO PAX. -Mach 0.85)
(Payload - 39,920 kg)
[_! Aircraft Aircraft Rat'o
No. 7 No. 8 IJet A)
_! (Int. LH2) (Jet A) (Int. LH2) i
_3 Gross W_ kg 266,430 450,200 1.69
Total Fuel Wt kg 68,430 237,690 3.47
l i Block Fuel Wt kg 59,610 208,720 3.50
_! Operating Empty Wt kg 158,09C 172,600 1.09
_pty Wt kg 147,700 159,280 1.08
' i0 ii
|i Aspect Ratio 2Wing Area m 466 662 i .42tJ
Sweep deg 30 30
, Span m 68 85 I.25
l_ FU,elage_h • 77 69 o.89 '
t) L/D - Cruise 16.8 20.3 1.21
i SFC - Cruise _r /daN 0.203 0.593 2.93
[_i Initial Cruise Altitude m 10,360 10,060
Wing Loading kg/m 2 571 680
_ Thrust/Weight N/kg 2.63 i .96 0.75
[! No.Engines 4 4 .
Thrust Per Engine N 175,000 220,700 1.26 :
FAR T.O. Distance m 2,107 3,649 1.73
I FAR Ldg. Distance m 1,795 1,788! 2nd Seg Climb Grad. (Eng Out) 0.066 0.034 0.52
Approach Speed m/s 69 69
Weight Fractions percent
! 9ktel 25.7 52.8
Payload 15.0 8.9
Structure 32.6 24.6
Propulsion (Includes Fuel System) 14.3 5.3
Equipment and Operating Items 12.4 8.4
' Price $106 38.89 39.99 i .03 -
DOC seat km 0.7381 0.7232 0.98
Energy Utillzation kJ 964 1207 1.25seat lm
i Max. Nonstop Range 3 km 19,590 19,980 1.02 "="
IDOC based on LH2 cost = $2.851GJ ,i":
I' 2DOC bas,d on Jet A cost • $1.90/GJ li
3Including reserve fuel requirement.
U %J:.
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TABLE XV. COMPARISON OF FINAL DmIGN LONG RANGE AIRCRAFT
(u.s.CUSTOmaYUNITS)
(5000 n.mi. radius - 400 PAX. -Mach 0.85)
(Payload - 88,000 lb)
............ i
Aircraft Aircraft Ratio ,
No.7 No.8 (JetA),,
(Int.LH2) (JetA) (IntL_2)
Gross Wt Ib 587,370 992,520 1.69 "
Total Fuel Wt ib 150,850 524,000 3.47
Block Fuel Wt ib 131,h20 h60,150 3.50 )
Operating Empty Wt ib 348,520 380,520 1.09 -'
Empty Wt ib 325,630 351,150 1.08
Aspect Ratio i0 ii _
Wing Area ft2 5020 7125 1.42 ;i. .
Sweep deg 30 30
Span ft 224.1 279.9 I.25
Fuselage Length ft 253.9 225.0 .89
L/D- Cruise 16.8 20.3 1.21
SFC - Cruise (ib/hr)/lb 0.199 0.583 2.93
Initial Cruise Altitude ft 34,000 33,000
Wing Loading ib/ft 2 i17.0 139.3
Thrust/Weight O.268 0.200 O.75
No. Engines 4 4
Thrust Per Engine ib 39,350 49,630 1.26
FAR T.O D_stance ft 6914 II,970 1.73
FAR Ldg. Distance ft 5890 5867
2nd Seg Climb Grad. (Eng Out) 0.066 0.034 0.52
Appr ,ach Speed KEAS 135 135
Weight Fractions percent
Fuel 25.7 52.8
Payload 15.9 8 9
Structure 32.6 _4.6
Propulsion (Includes Fuel System) 14.3 5.3
Equlpment and Operating Items 12.4 8.4
Price $106 38.89 39.99 1.03
DOC # I. 3661 I.3392 0.98
seat n.ml.
ENERGY U%q LIZATION Btu 169 5 2122 "i.25
seat n.mi.
Max Nonstop _n_e 3 n.mi. I0,571 10,780 1.02 _)
IDOC based on LH2 cost • $3/106 Btu • 15.48¢/ib
2DOC based on Jet A cost • $2/106 Btu • 24.84/gai ._
3Including reserve _uel requirement ;i
90 L', "
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• tables. The ratio of cruise SFC's, Jet A-to-LH 2, listed in Table _V is
2.93. The extra advantage given the hydrogen system over the factmr of
i 2.8 expected from comparison of the heating values, is mostly due to the
!! requirement to cool the high pressure turbine stages of the Jet A engine
with air bled from its compressor---air on which energy has been expende_
iI and which is not available for performing useful work.
The ratio of block fuel consumed by aircraft using each type of fuel is
.i in the ratio of 3.50. It might normally be expected that the fuel used to per-
form a mission would be in approximately the same ratio as the SFC's
l"
_._i realized in cruise. Actually, there is a leverage fa_.torwhich works to the
advantage of the LH2 aircraft. Because that aircraft use¢ le_s f_el, it
[i has a lower gross weight to accelerate and to lift to cruise conditions.
This advantage, reduced somewhat by the lower L/D of the hydrogen fueled
," aircraft, produces an iterative fuel saving which compounds to produceI
_ the final block fuel weight relationship listed. The lower gro_ weight
(. also permits a reduction in structure and propu3_ion weight in spite of the
i
i hydrogen tankage and insulation weight penalties.
(
( i For purposes of providing data for plotting in a late.' section (Section
i L! 8), the conven'_ional, non-stop range capability of both the long range air-
) craft was calculated and the results are shown as the bottom entry of
T,Lble )¢'.
i
i
i Table XVI is a summary of costs calculated for the subject aircraft.
t The basis for these cos_ estimates waJ presented in Sect_one 4.4 _d 4.7 Of
t Reference I. In the comparison shown the _2 aircraft are seen to cost less,
t both to develop and to produce, than the Jet A. The price of the Jet A
/
, aircraft is 3 percent greats._ than the LH2 airplane.
J
In considering the development costs, it should be z:oted that the
cost of basic hydrogen technology development was a.l,umed to be funded
separate and apart from the traditional aircraft develnl_nent coats repre-
sented in the table. As dis_uned in the Reference i report, Se'.'tion6.0,
a six year p, ogra= is sug_este4 duriM which such technology development
o
LI
U
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TABLE X_I. COST COMPARISON OF FINAL DESIGN
LONG RANGE AIRCRAFT9265 km (5000 n.ml. radius - 200 Pax. -Mach 0.85)
.................... J,o
Aircraft No. 7 t.'._eraftNo. 8
(Int LH2) (Jet A) _I
velopment - $106 ...........
Airframe 919.6h 1221.79 [I
Engine _mortized in prod. cost) 0 0
TOTAL 919.6h 1221.79 [I
_duction - $106 _
Airframe Cost 29.975 30.11! _!Englne (Including R&D) 5.789 5.88h •
Avioni_ s O.500 0.500
R&D Amortization (Airframe) 2.628 3.h91 {I
TOTAL AIRCRAFT PRICE _8.892 39.986
rect OperatinK Cost - _ / $ ' [_
_re_ o.2o8 (o.385)o.2o8 _0.386) i.J
_aintenance
Airframe Labor(Including Bu den) O.19h (0.359) 0.20h (0.377)
Engine Imbor
(Including Burden) 0.073 (0.135) 0.129 (0.238) H
_p
Airframe Material 0.I_o (C.23h) 0.131 (0.2h2)
Engine Material 0.113 (0.209) 0.173 (0.320)
_uel* and Oil 1.15h (2.337) 0.933 (1.728)
Insurance 0.225 (O.h16) 0.232 (0,h29)
_epreciatlon 0.858 (i.589) 0.883 (1.635)
TOTAL DOC - . 2,951 (5,h65) 2.892 (5,355)
COTAL UNIT DOC " seat_ _. (seat#n.mL) 0.738 (1.366) 0.723 (1.339)
*I_el Cost .[ D
Jet A n $1.90/0J ($2/106 Btu - 2h.8¢/gal - 3.68#/ib)
LH3 - $2.85tGJ ($3/106 Btu - 15.h84/Ib)
n
B
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would occur before a decision need be made to proceed with development of
U a commercial transport airplane. The cost of this basic technology
development is not included in the costs shown in Table XV.
Direct operating cost (DOC) is very sensitive to fuel cost. As noted
in Table XVI, the fuel prices which were specified for use in this study to
establish baseline DOC's were $1.90 per GJ for Jet A (equivalent to
$2/106 Btu=24.85/gal or 3.685/lb), and $2.85 per GJ for LH2 (equivalent
Li to $3/106 Btu's or The sensitivity of DOC to fuel cost is15.48_/ib).
shown i: Figure 30 for the long range vehicles. The price of Jet A fuel
expressed in cents per gallon is shown for reference across the top of
the grid.
To provide perspective for these comparisons, in September, 1975,
U.S. international air carriers paid an average of 36.6$/gai for Jet A
The horizontal dotted line in shows that from the Jet A
fuel. Figure 30,
price of 36.6$/gal, airlines could afford to pay $i.00 more per GJ
|I ($1.05/106 Btu) for LH2 and still operate at equal DOC. This price
kJ
differential increases with fuel costs as shown by the divergence of the
fuel cost lines.
6.5.1 Noise. - A comparison of noise generated by the two aircraft is
,
presented numerically in Table XVII and graphically in Figure 31. The
analysis was made using the takeoff and approach paths generated for the
Ii.I respective aircraft in the ASSET program, and using engine parameters and
procedures described in secuion 4.8.2 of the final report of the previous
I_I study (Reference I).
The LH2 aircraft designed for the long range mission is appreciably
i quieter in flyover, but slightly noisier in sideline and approach, compared
with its Jet A fueled counterpart. The LH2 airplane is slightly noisier in
|| approach for reasons previously explained. Both are significantly quieter
LJ
than the limit noise calculated by the proposed standard, NPRM 75-37. The
Jill differences are i0.i and 6.5 EPNdb quieter in flyover, 8.1 and 10.2 EPNdbquieter in sideline, and 6.0 and 9.5 EPNdb quieter in approach respectively,
U for the LH2 and Jet A aircraft.
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TABLE XVII. NOISE EVALUATION - LONG RANGE AIRCRAFT
Airplane No. 7 8
I Number of Engines 4 4
Fuel LH2 Jet A
Gross Weight kg (ib) 266,430 (587,370) 450,210 (992,520)
_ Far 36 Flyover Level (EPNdB) 93.3 99.5
Limit Per NPRM 75-37 103.4 106.0
FAR 36 Sideline Level (EPNdB) 93.9 92.8
Limit Per NPRM 75-37 102.0 103.0
FAR 36 Approach Level (EPNdB) 97.9 95.5
Limit Per NPRM 75-37 103.9 105.0
Enclosed "Footprint" Contour Area
_2 st.mi.2 km2 st.mi 2
80 EPNdB - Takeoff 35.74 13.80 50.38 19.h5
[] - Approach --25'66 9.91 18.31 7.07
- Total 61.40 23.71 68.69 26.52
90 EPNdB - Takeoff 8.52 3.29 11.16 4.31
- Approach 3.13 1.21 1.8_ 0.71
- Total 11.65 h.50 13.00 5.02
D
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Aircraft No. 7 has a smaller total footprint area, for both the 80 and
90 EPNdb contours. As shown in Table XVII, the area of the 90 EPNdb contour
for the LH2 airplane is 1".65 km2 (_.5 mi2) vs 13.0 km 2 (5.02 mi2) for the
U Jet A design. These areas are the total of approach plus takeoff.
6.6 Sensitivity Factors
The sensitivity of the large aircraft to increases in inert weight was
briefly explored. Tables XVIII and XIX present the data which were generated
for Aircraft Nos. 7 and 8, respectively. In each case, data for the base-
line aircraft are presented, followed by columns representing changes in theparameters which would result from modifications in the design of the air-
craft assuming 4536 kg (i0,000 ib), was added to the inert weight before
design freeze. For example, if detail design of the aircraft indicated that
the structure was going to be 4536 kg (i0,000 ib) heavier than the original
allocation, in order to perform the design mission the aircraft would have to
grow. The results are shown in the tables for selected parameters for both
the LH2 and the Jet A fueled aircraft.
The effect of this type of cha_,ge is indicated in terms of growth factors
in the tables. Gross weight and block fuel weight change_ are expressed per
unit of inert weight increase which caused the change. The change in airplane
H purchase price is also evaluated per unit of original inert weight increase.
Changes in direct operating cost and energy utilization are both expressed in
terms of the total inert weight change which perturbed the original design.
Each of these growth factors is an expression of the rate of change of the
given parameter as a function of a specified unit change in the variable.
The significant conclusion from this exercise follows from comparing
I growth factors for the LH2 airplane from Table XVIII with corresponding
factors for the Jet A design from Table XIX. The Jet A airplane is signi-
H ficantly more sensitive to changes in each of the parameters th_n is the I_2
design. For instance, the gross weight of the Jet A airplane must increase
!l 2.48 kg (5.49 ib) for every kilogram (pound) increase in inert weight, whereas
the LH2 design only requires 1.27 kg (2.8 Ib) increase in gross weight to
[l
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DESIGN FREEZE - AIRCRAFT NO. 7
EFFECT OF 4636 kg _1
(lOJDaQ IbJ
BASELINE Ina'elw in Inert Weight
,,, ,,.
Groin Weight kg fib) 2illS,430 (687,3/0) 2711,170 (SlSJ)
Totld Fuel Weight kll (Ib) 00.430 (160.8E0) 70,1100 (1116#170)
Bioek Fuel Weight ke (Ib) ..810 (131,420) .I.770 (138,1110) i!
Empty-- ks(,) 147,700 (326,830)163.290 (33"/,940)
-- 1106 .Jll 4o27 [i
lest km met n.nd.) 0.738 (1.3M) 0.762 (1.412)
GrowthFactors
...,., w_, (H|) o_, _o.,,
., , - .) ..o ,.,, i
compensate for an unexpected 0._51_ k_ (1 lb) increase in inert ,,eight. The l!
increase in block fuel required by the Jet A vehicle is 1.01 kg (2.23 Ib) per
pound of inert weight increase; the value for the LH2 airplane is only 0.22 !!
kg (0._8 ib). For every 0._5_ kg (pound) increase in inert veight the pur-
chase price of the Jet A airplane goes up $197; the LH2 design, $138. The iigrowth factors for DOC and energy utilization are expressed in tezms of
h536 kg (i0,000 ib) increase of inert weight because these parameters are
relatively insensltive. !i
H
|
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H7. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS I_
Technology development required for LH2 fueled transport aircraft is
described in the final report of the previous study (Refer- !lessentially as
ence I). For convenience, the recommended development program schedule from
that report (Figure 99, P 302 from Reference i) has been updated and is
A_
presented as Figure 32. Of the items recommended, a preliminary assessment
of task 4, "Airport Fuel Supply System Analysis" has been funded and the
work is in progress.
In addition to the technology development listed in Figure 32, a very
significant event for which there is an immediate need is an assessment of
the impact the initiation of use of hydrogen as fuel for commercial transport _I
t,|
aviation would have on society in general, u In a sense this effort would be
a preliminary study of task 9, Figure 32. since one output would be a hypo- {|
thetical but realistic scenario depicting the transition to hydrogen. In [.
addition, the economic ramifications, the institutioz.al barriers and incen-
tives, and the social dislocations and opportunities of all major stakeholder _
classes in society would be disclosed. Stakeholder classes whose participa-
tion in the evolutionary scenario would be described include the following: _i
• airlines
• aircraft manufacturers
• fuel suppliers _i
J
• airport operators
@ consumers
• government regulators
• work forces U
. !I
• Fnis study suggested by Stanford Research Institute, September 26, 1975.
H
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While not classified as a "technology _evelopment," this study would provide iJimportan input and an order of priorities for the technical work. In addi-
tion it wou&d acquaint, and hopefully convince, many stakeholders of the need
for early conversion of consnercialaviation to hydrogen fUel. [I
H
H
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H 8. CONCLUSIONSAND RECO_04ENDATXONS
This study explored an enlarged matrix of passenger/range mission
U requirements to determine the comparative desirability of LH2 vs Jet A
fuel, relative to the missions studied in the original program (Reference 1).
The analysis shoved that even for short range missions the internal tank
H arrangement for LH2 fueled aircraft is clearly preferred from a performancend cost point of viev over the design oncept vhAch uses external _anks. In
order to provide a fineness ratio for the externally mounted tanks which is
aerodynamically acceptable, the surface-to-volwne ratio of the tanks is
increased to the point that insulation must be both thick and therefore heavy
II to achieve acceptable botloff percentages.
The results of the study of small p_71oad - short ra_e aircraft,
designed to carry 130 passengers 2780 k: (1500 n.:i. }, shoved that use of
LH2 offers no performance advantage compared to a Jet A fueled design. Thisr_
H mission appears to represent an approxtaate crossover point. P_load/range
requirements vhtch involve use of larger Jet A fuel loads shov increasing
[_ advantage for using LH2 fuel. It is probable that aircraft _signed for
even shorter ranges and smaller pa_los4s vould begin to shov net disad-
l_1 vantages for I_I2 fueled aircraft. The advantages of using the higher energyfuel are mitigated by the penalties involved: veight of tanks, insulation,
and fuel system, plus the increased drag due to the larger volume required
for the I_ 2 fuel and the insulation surrounding the tanks. The aircraft are
essentially equal insofar as noise is concer_led. ,_hey s_ both significantly
quieter than limits calculated according to the nevly proposed change to the
noise standard (Reference 3).
Analysis of aircraft designs for the medium range mission, vhtch involves
H carrying 200 passengers 5560 k: (3000 n.ed. ), shoved the internal tank L_2ai craft to have marginall_ superior characteristics, eoapar d vith the Jet A
design. It is considerably lighter in gross vaight but slightly heavier in
empty veight. The Jet A aircraft requires 9 percent more ener_ to perform
197G0 205- 22
the design mission. T_e T_ 2 design is 4 EPNd_ q-ieter in *_i _.r but i l
slightly noisier in sideline m_d approach than its Jet A :._/_.,_r._4Lrt.Its _J
90 EFNdB contour is sligh_:_: s._ller. _I •
The long range mission involve_ a requirement _::_:_-_ting 400 passengers .
9265 km (_000 u.ml.), landin&, then taking off wlt..c:_._-efueling and Flying _i :
another 9265 km segment with full pe_vload. _'_11 r_erve fuel calculated by L'_
ATA international definition was provided for eac_ cegment. The LH2 fueled
aircraft showed important advantages over the Jet A design for this mission. :. :
It is lighter, requires a smaller wing but a larger fuselage, uses smaller _
engines, can operate from shorter runways, and uses 25 percent less er.ergy _
per seat mile in performance of the design mission. The LH2 airplane would i
cost less both to develop and to produce. A differential of *1.00 more per i l
GJ ($1.05/106 Btu) can be paid for LH2, relative to a current price for Je_
A, and still provide equal DOC. The LH2 airplane is nearly 6 EPNdB quieter
in flyover, but slightly noiser in sideline and approach compared to the Jet
A design. Both aircraft are significantly quieter than the noise l'_it i
calculated according to the pending revision to FAR 36. The LH2 airplane has _!
slightly smaile_- 90 EPNdB contour.
it
A study of sensitivities of the long range aircraft to increases in inert
veight before _esign freeze shoved the LH2 design to be considerably less i i
sensitive. _-'!
Results of analyses from the previous study of subsonic passenger trans-
porte aircraf_ (Reference 1) are combined with those from the present work and
are plotte_ in Figures 33 and _. The to_al ener_ (represented by the ener_ _.
content of the block fuel) required to perform various paMload-range missions
is displayed as a function o_ the mission requlre_en*, (expressed in available
seats ti_es design range in Figure _3, Two cha_c*_ristic: _re plc'ted, the
trend of energy requirement for aircraf_ of a gtvett p'_enpr capacity - with _-
range as the variable, and the energy requirement of aircraft designed _or a _i
_ven range - wi*h _usenpr capacity as the variable,. _
?¢
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l The figure shows that the energy requirement varies almos as
passenger capacity increases from 400 to 800 seats in aircraft designed for !
i a given range. On the other hand, as the range requirement changes in air-craft design d for a constant number of passengers, th energy requirement _
varies exponentially. In other words, more energy is required to increase
I the mission capability (seats x distance) of a given aircraft configuration
by increasing its range than by adding to its passenger seating capacity.
I It is also apparent that the requirement for Jet A fueled aircraft
energy
increases substantially faster than for aircraft fueled with LH2.
! ;Three additional relationships for the 400 passenger aircraft are
plotted in Figure 34. Gross weight, energy utilization, and the difference
in energy required by the Jet A fueled aircraft - relative to the LH2 - to
perform the various design missions, are all plotted vs range. For reference,
points representing the 130 passenger and 200 passenger aircraft design are
also shown.
The advantage of using LH2 as fuel in transport aircraft increases with
the amount of energy required to perform the mission. The crossover point,
above which LH2 can be used to advantage, and below which Jet A is more
energy efficient, seems to vary somewhat with the passenger load. For the
130 passenger Mach 0.85 aircraft shown in the lower left corner of Figure 33
the crossover point is approximately the 2780 km (1500 n.mi.) design range,
which requires about 0.264 kJ (0.25 x l09 Btu). For a 400 passenger Mach0.85 aircraft the crossover appears to be just under 3700 km (2000 n.mi.)
design range, a mission which needs approximately 1.054 kJ (lO9 Btu).
In view of the obvious advantages of LH2 fuel in long range aircraft an
; aggressive program of technology investigation and development is recom-
!' mended. In particular, a societal impact study is recommended for immediate
undertaking.
H
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APPENDIX A
ASSET COMPUTER PRINTOUT FOR
SELECTED PAGES OF
EIGHT AIRCRAFT
t ;
A-1 Internal Tank LH2
_._ _ A-2 External Tank LH 2 1 Short Ra_ge Aircraft
r
! _ A-3 JetA
.. A-h Internal Tank LH2
A-5 External Tank LH2 Medium Range Aircraft
_- A-6 Jet A
2
A-7 Internal Tank LH2
Long Range Aircraft
_, A-8 Jet A
_m
!
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